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Abstract
Renewable Energy is considered as an effective solution for relieving the
energy crisis and reducing the greenhouse gas emissions. It is also be recog-
nised as an important energy resource for power supplying in the next gen-
eration power grid–smart grid system. For a long time, the unsustainable
and unstable of renewable energy generation is the main challenge to the
combination of the renewable energy and the smart grid. The short board
on the utilities’ remote control caused low-efficiency of power scheduling in
the distribution power area, also increased the difficulty of the local gener-
ated renewable energy grid-connected process. Furthermore, with the rapid
growth of the number of electrical vehicles and the widely established of
the fast power charging stations in urban and rural area, the unpredictable
power charging demand will become another challenge to the power grid in
a few years.
In this thesis we propose the corresponding solutions for the challenges
enumerated in the above. Based on the architecture of terminal power con-
sumer’s residence, we introduce the local renewable energy system into the
residential environment. The local renewable energy system can typically
support part of the consumer’s power demand, even more. In this case, we
establish the architecture of the local smart grid community based on the
structure of distribution network of the smart grid, includes terminal power
consumer, secondary power substation, communication links and sub data
management center. Communication links are employed as the data trans-
mission channels in our scheme. Also the local power scheduling algorithm
and the optimal path selection algorithm are created for power scheduling
requirements and stable expansion of the power supply area.
Acknowledging the fact that the information flow of the smart grid needs ap-
propriate communication technologies to be the communication standards,
we explore the available communication technologies and the communica-
tion requirements and performance metrics in the smart grid networks.
Also, the power saving mechanism of smart devices in the advanced me-
tering infrastructure is proposed based on the two-state-switch scheduling
algorithm and improved 802.11ah-based data transmission model.
Renewable energy system can be employed in residential environment, but
also can be deployment in public environment, like fast power charging sta-
tion and public parking campus. Due to the current capacity of electrical
vehicles (EV), the fast power charging station is required not just by the
EV drivers, but also demanded by the related enterprises. We propose a
upgraded fast power charging station with local deployed renewable energy
system in public parking campus. Based on the queueing model, we explore
and deliver a stochastic control model for the fast power charging station.
A new status called ”Service Jumped” is created to express the service state
of the fast power charging station with and without the support from the
local renewable energy in real-time.
Keywords
Smart Grid, Renewable Energy, Distribution Grid, Communication, Elec-
tric Vehicles, fast power charging station
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Chapter 1
Introduction
What is the ”Smart Grid”?
The ”Grid,” means electric grid, a huge network of transmission lines,
substations, transformers, feed lines, meters and more, which can delivery
electricity from the power plant to terminal power consumer’s residences,
industry and commerce. Our current electric grid was built since 1890s
and improved upon as technology advanced through many decades.
The current official definition of smart power grid (or smart grid in
short) is stated as, the digital technologies employed in the power grid
network, which allows for two-way communication between the utilities
and its consumers. These new technologies like computers, automation,
and sensors and equipment will work together with the electrical grid to
support our dynamic and quickly changing power demand in this next-
generation electric power grid [1] [8].
1.1 Motivation for Smart Grid and Renewable En-
ergy System
With the coal, natural gas, petroleum and other non-renewable energies
are continually being consumed by human being for the development of so-
ciety, these energy-based electrical power grid is also built up since 1890s
1
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and considered as the most important energy resource in nowadays. We
all known, these non-renewable energy, during and after the consumption
process by human being, can cause the environmental pollution that al-
ready became a serious challenge to the sustainable development of human
society.
The electrical power is considered as a so called ”clean” energy resource
if we compare it with cool, natural gas, petroleum and other non-renewable
energies that are existing in our daily life. But unfortunately, when we dis-
cover the power generation process, the fossil-fuel power station is still the
most popular power plant, which supports almost 67.2% electricity gener-
ation of USA in 2014 [4]. Even the nuclear energy is also recognised as an
alternative energy of fossil-fuel, but the Chernobyl disaster and Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear disaster are deeply impacted the ordinary people’s aware-
ness of the usage of nuclear energy and the government’s determination in
the development of nuclear energy.
Then, we need to explore a new way to innovate the power grid and let
the upgraded power grid assistant the development of human society.
1.1.1 The current power grid and Impacts of Renewable Energy
System Penetration
In general, the architecture of the current power grid includes power
plant, dynamic power utilities, transmission grid and distribution grid [61].
The power plant is recognised as the original power resource of power grid.
Based on the different usage raw materials, the power plant can be divided
into the following categories: fossil-fuel power plant, nuclear power plant,
geothermal power plant, biomass-fuelled power plant, hydroelectric power
plant, wind farm and photovoltaics system, etc.. The fossil-fuel power
plant, nuclear power plant and hydroelectric power plant are the main
and popular power generation resources in the worldwide now. In recent
2
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years, the wind farm and photovoltaics system that are recognised as the
renewable energy resource, have been highlighted as the ”clean energy” in
the media and highly attracted attention of government and public [27].
	  
Power Plant
Utilities
Transmission 
Lines
Central data 
management center
Power flow Information flow
Power flow Information flow
Distribution 
Substation
Power flow
Sub data 
management center
Terminal consumers with local power 
generation, smart meter and battery
Figure 1.1: A simple diagram of the main smart grid sections
The electric utility, as the same meaning as the text, is the electric power
company that embark each part of the electricity for sale in the electric
power market [33]. The electric utility is considered as the main provider of
energy in many countries. The main aim of the electric utility is to satisfy
the increasing power demands from power consumers, via scheduling the
power transmission and support in the power grid. The service territories
of utility is usually settled by regulation, local population, and economics.
3
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The types of power consumers in each territory is dynamic, includes resi-
dential consumers, industrial consumers, and commercial consumers.
The transmission grid is play the role as array transfer of electrical
energy from power generation plants to the power substations near the
power demand consumers in the power grid. The transmission grid, or
called transmission networks are assembled by mass of transmission lines
between the power plants and the distribution part of smart grid [38]. The
transmitted power in transmission grid is usually transformed to high-
voltage (HV) or very high-voltage (VHV) direct current in the side of the
power plant, and transformed to medium-voltage or low-voltage by distri-
bution substations near the ordinary power consumers over long distances,
as the HV/VHV direct current could reduce the path loss on the transmis-
sion lines. The nearest part to the terminal power consumers in the power
grid network is the distribution grid. The distribution grid as the final
stage of delivering electric power, carries the power from transmission grid
to the dynamic individual consumers. In Europe, there two types of power
substations in distribution grid for transforming HV/VHV direct current
to low-voltage power [2]. The primary substation transforms high-voltage
power to medium-voltage power and transmits the medium-voltage power
to secondary substations. The secondary substation transforms medium-
voltage power to low-voltage power and distribute the low-voltage power
to dynamic terminal power consumers via using feed lines. The electric
meters are also settled in distribution for metering the power consumption
data from the terminal electrical devices.
In order to upgrade the current power grid, the communication tech-
nologies and renewable energy systems are introduced into the power grid
[1] [2] [31]. The upgraded version of the power grid is called ”smart grid”,
or ”intelligent grid” as the next generation power grid system shown in Fig-
ure 1.1. The obvious feature of the smart grid is it has two-way flow, power
4
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flow and information flow [30]. The information flow is implemented by
the employed communication technologies in the smart grid networks [54].
Another highlight new point is the deployment of renewable energy as the
power resources for power support in the smart grid networks. The renew-
able energy system is not just centralised as the power resource of power
plant, but also be distributed in the distribution grid, or even the residen-
tial environment of terminal power consumers as the local power generation
plant. The organised renewable energy system, like wind farm and photo-
voltaics system (or we call it as solar power system) can be selected as the
stable power plant for generating ”clean energy” and grid-connected to the
power transmission grid via the scheduling of power utilities.
Meanwhile, the residential renewable energy system is recognised as the
assistant power support of local power demand, especially in the peak time
[21]. The traditional home environment can be updated and modified via
deploying suitable communication blocks, local renewable energy system
and other information applications. In this upgraded home environment,
the generation and consumption of the renewable energy can be controlled
by the residence owner and even ”sell” the local generated renewable energy
back to the utilities in a suitable grad-connected time interval that should
be based on the information interactive between terminal power consumers
and utilities, and scheduled by the decision from the power utilities.
1.1.2 Challenges and Barriers
We are clear that the development roadmap of the current power grid is
the next generation power grid– smart grid. During this upgrading process,
there are some challenges we can not ignore and have to explore and solve.
• Remote micro-operation of the power utilities are not enough for re-
sponding the power demand, power consumption metering and power
5
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support scheduling in the terminal power consumption area. Even
we previously stated that the highlight feature of smart grid is the
two-way flow for power transmission and information exchange in the
smart grid networks. But the deployment of the communication links
are just started from the terminal part of the smart grid networks [61].
We look back to the power blackout disasters happened in north Italy,
U.S. in 2003 [9], it stated that the power outage appeared in the ter-
minal power support area didn’t be timely discovered and make the
correct response by the power utilities, caused a series of blackouts in
the power grid [51]. The utilities can not receive the real situation of
the terminal power distribution area and give the correct response in
real-time, is recognised as one of the challenges should be solved.
• The main resources for power generation are still non-renewable en-
ergy resources. As we have discussed previously, the almost 67.2%
power generation of U.S. is based on the non-renewable energy re-
sources in 2014 [4]. The popular generation of renewable energy is
based on the wind farm and solar power system. But the changing
of natural conditions makes the renewable energy production process
can not achieve stable, sustainable and efficient [18] [27].
• The generated renewable energy storage is still a thorny problem. In
general, we know that the generated power energy can not be stored
for a long period. The utilities usually firstly estimates the whole
power consumption of the power grid, based on the actual power de-
mand in the past. Then the utilities can arrange the power production
in the power plant, and the electricity transmission and distribution
in the power grid. Especially in the residential environment, the lo-
cal generated renewable energy should be consumed by the terminal
power consumers in real-time, which is mentioned in the early propos-
6
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als [8]. That is because the efficient energy storage device is still under
exploring by academia and industry in recent years. The generated
renewable energy wherever in the power plant or the terminal power
consumer’s residence, if it can not be stored for a long time inter-
val, then will become ”dropped power” that means not be consumed
power but lost in the short-time storage device or on the power lines
as heat radiation at the end.
• The residential generated renewable energy is only could be used in
their own home environment and large-scale number of the terminal
power consumers make the one-family generated renewable energy
become very hard to be grid-connected to utilities. As we discussed
in previous, the shortage of renewable energy storage impedes the
assistant of renewable energy for residential power support. At the
same time, if the terminal power consumer would like to sell the local
generated renewable energy back to utilities, the information exchange
and the grid-connected time should be decided on the current situation
of power grid, otherwise it may cause unexpected power failures and
even lead to blackouts.
• With the rapid development of electric vehicles (EV) and plug-in hy-
brid electric vehicles (PHEV), the fast power charging station becomes
a popular project attracted mass of investment from companies and
governments, for serving the power charging demand of EV and PHEV
in recent years [58]. In the popular proposals, fast power charging
station is mainly relying the power support from the power grid. As
large-scale of EV/PHEV need to get power re-charging, the power
demand in the fast power charging station would be vastly raised. In
this situation, the terminal power distribution network surrounding
the fast power charging station may withstand the excessive power
7
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load causing power outage even power blackout.
• The satisfactory renewable energy trade policy is still under the explo-
ration. The renewable energy trade policy between the power utilities
and the terminal power consumers need to achieve to the ”win-win”
balance. Not just let the utilities get benefits from collecting the local
generated renewable energy, but the terminal consumers also need to
receive the profits from this business process. This business should not
just be limited in the residential environment. Through the informa-
tion devices or applications, consumers should be able to implement
their income based on their own local generated renewable energy in
dynamic ways in the daily life.
1.2 Architecture Modelling in the Distribution Grid
There are significant challenges and opportunities for research on power
management in the distribution part of the grid. In particular, we focus
on the Demand Side Management (DSM). DSM includes load monitoring,
analysis and response. Many works are available in the literature, which
address critical issues of DSM in terms of wireless communication tech-
nologies, integration of renewable energy, pricing schemes, micro grids and
other relevant aspects.
A.Wireless Communication Technologies A wireless communication
system is a key component of the smart grid infrastructure [42] [54]. The
wireless communication system is used to transmit data from sensing/ mea-
suring the status (i.e. energy consumption, voltage fluctuation, and dam-
age to power equipment) from different devices (i.e. substations, smart me-
ters, and sensors) [64]. With the integration of advanced technologies and
applications to achieve a smart power grid infrastructure, a huge amount
of data from different applications will be measured for further analysis,
8
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control and real-time pricing policy. Basically, three types of informa-
tion infrastructure are needed for information transmission in a smart grid
system. The first level is from sensor and electrical appliances to smart
meters, resulting in a Home Area Networks (HANs). The second level,
Neighbourhood Area Networks (NANs), involves communications between
smart meters and the centers of sub data management of utilities, which
are used to collect, analyze, and forward the information in the local area
and from local to utilities. The last tier is a Wide Area Networks (WANs)
setting between the sub data centers and the utilitys central data manage-
ment center [64] [43].
In order to support demand side management in smart grid, the reliabil-
ity of data communications system of smart grids becomes a crucial feature
to ensure efficient, continuous, and secure operations of the grid. Laverty
et. al [54] proposed a reliability analysis and design of smart grid wireless
communication system to support demand side management. Availability
is considered as the main performance metric from the theory of reliabil-
ity analysis in [54] [85] [5]. The concept of availability is defined as the
probability that the smart meter can send the power demand to the meter
data-management system (MDMS), which is located in electrical utilities.
In order to reduce the cost of network unavailability, the redundancy de-
sign is presented to minimize the cost of demand-estimation error and the
damage cost.
B.Integration of Renewable Energy Sources Aiming at reducing the
energy costs of consumers, Cecati et. al [21] proposed an energy man-
agement system (EMS) to optimize the operation of the smart grid. By
integrating demand side management and active management schemes,
EMS allows a better exploitation of renewable energy sources and a reduc-
tion of the energy consumption costs of consumers, with both economic and
environmental benefits. According to the participants preferences and real-
9
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time power consumption costs, the grid resilience and flexibility are also
improved in the scheme. To satisfy the dynamic power demands and adapt
the intermittent renewable energy resources, European Parliament [66] in-
troduced a distributed scheme for stochastic scheduling scheme. Being
formulated via hidden Markov model, an algorithm based on value itera-
tion is proposed to solve the problem of complex system dynamics in the
scheme. Renewable energy models for renewable energy produced from
wind turbine systems and solar panels are also presented. In the model,
at each time slot, the number of available renewable energy generators is
determined by the renewable energy generations status and the total power
demand loads.
C.Pricing Scheme In smart grid, end-users become active participants
in the grid system, being able to react to electricity prices. Demand fore-
casting is one of the popular research topics in the demand side manage-
ment. A multi-input multi-output (MIMO) forecasting engine for joint
combined price and demand prediction with a data association-mining al-
gorithm is proposed by Motamedi et. al, [63] in a hybrid-forecasting frame-
work. In this case, a mechanism is presented to determine and extract the
patterns in consumers reaction to price forecasts. This framework includes
three blocks. The initial demand and price forecasts are generated using
the MIMO forecasting engine in the first block. Data association mining
captures the demand-price interdependencies by following IF-THEN rules
in the second block. Finally, in the third block, the initially generated fore-
casts are improved and updated price and demand forecasts are generated.
The preference of dynamic power consumption of consumers is one of the
data resources to formulate the available dynamic energy pricing models
in the demand response of smart grids, which also can be modified via
rational energy consumption policies from utilities [39] [50].
D.Micro Grid Micro grid is a popular definition of one kind of power
10
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distribution architectures in smart grid. A micro grid is a discrete energy
system consisting of distributed energy sources (i.e. renewables, conven-
tional, storage) and loads capable of operating in parallel with, or inde-
pendently from, the main grid [26]. The purpose of micro grid is to ensure
reliable energy security for dynamic consumers. The core role of micro
grids is considered as one conventional generation assets (i.e. engines or
turbines) fueled by natural gas, biomass or methane from landfill. Once
the micro grid is connected to the main grid, it will lean on the mixed
power generation sources. A micro grid includes generation that is realized
as the core of micro grid, distribution system, storage and consumption,
management system with advanced monitoring, control and automation
components. In the case of demand reduction, programmable thermostats,
occupancy sensors, efficient lighting, and advanced metering are deployed
for cost saving of ordinary consumers [60].
1.3 Applicable Communication Technologies in the
Smart Grid
The realization of such demand side management techniques requires
appropriate communication architectures. The two-way communications
will enable reliable interaction between the grid and the terminal power
consumers. As our work focus on the distribution part of smart grid, we
also pay close attention on the wireless communication technologies in the
local power distribution domain [45] [43].
The status of power consumption/ generation pattern for each user is
transmitted via the local power distribution control device [45]. Depending
on the operating environment, the data could be delivered through routing
on multiple wireless access links. Hence, wireless routing path selection
represents a relevant challenge in the power distribution scenario, and is
11
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discussed in some existing research works.
Jung [52] proposed two novel methods for improving the routing reli-
ability of IEEE 802.11s WLAN mesh based smart grid networks. Based
on the Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) and the wireless access
environment of neighbourhood area network (NAN), Jung [52] described
airtime cost modification scheme and route fluctuation prevention scheme
(ACM-RFP scheme), which would alleviate the route fluctuation problem
in wireless routing process. In this ACM-RFP scheme, a modification is
proposed to the route selection method in HWMP, which includes the ex-
tended route table. Multiple route information in the root announcement
interval as well as previous root announcement interval is stored by each
node. Each mesh node will calculate the airtime cost of all the root an-
nouncement messages, which is considered as the link-cost for the path
selection process.
In order to solve the challenge in the distribution network of smart grid,
Gharavi [35] considered a tree-based mesh routing scheme based on a flex-
ible multi-gate mesh network architecture that expands on the hybrid tree
routing of the IEEE 802.11s standards. A timer-based multi path routing
diversity scheme is proposed to enhance the communication network reli-
ability, based on the further exploration of multi-gate network structure.
In the multiple data aggregator points (DAP) structure, a mesh node will
check its tree-table to see if there is a tree with the same announcement,
when it receives a DAP announcement from the root point of this struc-
ture. The proposed reserve-path multi gate diversity routing (RMGDR)
scheme takes advantage of the multiple gateway tree-based routing scheme
with the objective of managing the packets transmission via different path
to possibly another gateway.
A load balancing relay selection algorithm (LB-RS) is presented by Jiang
[49] for relay based cellular network, which chooses the optimal relay node
12
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for each user in a distributed way. This LB-RS algorithm focused on the
”two-hop relay” among mobile station, relay node and base station. By
taking the periodically broadcasts from base station and relay node, the
mobile station will check the signals channels between the relay nodes
and the associated base station to decide to either communicate with the
base station directly or via a ”two-hop relay”. The received channel state
information on the wireless access links between the mobile station and the
candidates relay nodes will be employed as the main parameter for path
selection in the ”two-hop relay”.
1.4 Electric Vehicles and Fast Power Charging Sta-
tion
There has been a growing body of literature on the fast public charging
station architecture based on DC charging mode. In [12] Bayram et al.
proposed a fast charging station architecture along with an energy storage
device, which is employed as an additional power supply to minimize the
peak demand fluctuations and protect distribution grid components from
failures. From power engineering perspective, Bai et al. [11] proposed an
electric vehicle charging station model for the fast DC charging of multi-
ple electric vehicles. An energy storage system connected to the DC bus
is employed for solving the sizing problem via using Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The DC bus is established as the bridge to enable energy sharing
between chargers. Vasiladiotis et al. [76] focused on a power converter
architecture, which includes integrated stationary Battery Energy Storage
Systems (BESS) as the power buffers at each converter level for reducing
negative influence of the charging station on the distribution grid during
AC/DC conversion stage.
For the purpose of surveying the impacts on distribution transformer
13
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loading and system bus voltage profiles of the test distribution grid, Yunus
et al. [82] provided a stochastic fast charging model in literature. As the
necessary measures for handling the charging level problem at the charg-
ing station, local energy storage and Static Var Compensator (SVC) are
required to be deployed at the fast power charging stations. Considering
about the reduction of the EV’s power charging time and the stress on the
grid for avoiding peak power, Song et al. [73] proposed a power charging
station architecture with an energy storage system sustains ultra capaci-
tor as the core strain on the system, because of its durability, high power
density, and likely further improvements in energy density.
Renewable energy resources are recognized as a promising resource for
power supply. Deploying distributed generation on fast power charging
stations will further reduce the stress on the grid, minimize power trans-
mission blocking, and assist demand response resources, which will be real-
ized by supporting the stochastic traffic of demand EV/PHEV in random
area and save consumer’s ordinary and excess charging cost via dynamic
pricing policy [57].
1.5 Contribution of this Thesis
• We propose a novel terminal power distribution architecture that is
supplied by renewable energy system and managed by a central entity
in order to alleviate the problem of energy waste in the distribution
part of smart grid system. Our approach is based on the idea that the
interactions within a smart grid community can play a key role in the
green effort to improve sustainability and effectiveness of the power
distribution infrastructure.
• We develop a power-scheduling algorithm based on the proposed smart
grid community, in which the un-consumed renewable energy resources
14
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stored in the smart batteries of community power consumers can be
used to support other power consumers with higher power demand
in such smart grid community. Furthermore, we provide profitable
business and promotion of smart grid system for utilities and power
consumers, thus enabling users to sell power and get profit from it as
few taxes for using the power grid network.
• We define a model to focus on the communications performance in
data dissemination, focused on the regional power distribution area
and the local power distribution area of the smart grid system. Based
on the considered scenario, we proposed an improved wireless routing
path selection algorithm for more efficient operation of the regional
power distribution infrastructure.
• We survey candidate communication technologies and identify the cor-
responding requirements. According to the available wireless commu-
nication technologies, we explore the power saving mechanism based
on IEEE 802.11 standards, which can be employed in the data trans-
mission process of advanced metering infrastructure in the smart grid
system.
• We introduce a novel power saving mechanism based on two-mode
switch scheduling strategy to reduce the power consumption of large-
scale smart meters located in high-density residential community in-
cludes power and data aggregator and management (PDAM) center
and mass of local generated renewable energy-based smart meters.
• We define and available and reasonable mechanism for the public park-
ing campus with candidate fast power charging station, based on or-
dinary power grid and more effective supplement from renewable en-
ergy. By using a quantitative stochastic scheme, we establish a control
15
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model for the power charging queueing in proposed parking campus.
The economics interests are introduced into the scheme and equally
considered between utilities and power consumers.
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Chapter 2
Architecture modelling in the
Distribution Grid
In this chapter, we present a novel architecture for the distribution part
of smart grid which will be the base for the next chapters.
2.1 Introduction
The development of smart grid has been widely promoted by govern-
ments and utilities in recent years, with the purpose to optimise the usage
of energy resources [1] [3]. Dynamic smart devices like smart meters are be-
ing deployed in many European countries, like Italy, France, Germany and
UK, which represent the first step towards the development of innovative
smart grid [31] [38].
The modus of flow of electricity in todays power grid follows different
dynamics. Smart grid proposes the solution for the critical need of reli-
able power by utilising two-way flow of electricity and information. The
architecture is shown in Figure 1.1. As the technology evolves, the smart
grid will allow a two-way flow of electricity and information that is capa-
ble of monitoring everything from power plants to consumer preferences
and individual appliances. The smart grid will provide real-time informa-
tion and near-instantaneous balance between supply and demand. At the
17
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power supply level, electricity is not just transported from utilities to con-
sumers, but also can be delivered from end users to utilities via distribution
feeder lines. The information of consumers is collected and integrated via
information and communication technologies to analyze the behavior and
preferences of the power consumed by end users in daily life. Depending
on the analysis of data, utilities can deploy power distribution schemes to
avoid rising the probability of potential power profligacy and upgrade the
local power quality [31] [30]
The massive occurred blackout spurred the industry to aggressively pur-
sue a more intelligent power grid. The climate change, burgeoning popu-
lation and shortage of natural resources, require more efficient power grid
systems for the society. Low local power quality, i.e., brownouts, has driven
consumers to take higher responsibility for their reliable electricity supply.
According to the architecture of power grids and market requirements, the
distribution grid represents the closest part to the ordinary consumers in
the power network and has direct impact on the power consumption of
consumers in smart grid. Therefore, it has been chosen as the innovation
target by industry and academia in recent years.
Power management, or power scheduling, is one of the main research
topics in smart grid, which is being analysed, from the viewpoints of power
measurement, allocation, topology of power network, power storage, etc.
The interaction between utilities and consumers is expected to develop in
a dynamic and effective way via the introduction of innovative approaches
to power management. As wind, solar and other renewable energy sources
get introduced into the architecture of the smart grid, power management
becomes more complex, since the consumer can also produce and store
energy by operating wind, solar or other renewable energy generators in
local. As a consequence, the aspect of two-way flow of electricity makes
the problem of power scheduling a challenging but rewarding endeavour.
18
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2.2 Architecture and Model Based on the Distribu-
tion Grid
2.2.1 Overview
Controlling power distribution in smart grid is a well-known research
topic, which implies different aspects of electrical power management. Util-
ities aim to improve the efficiency in power consumption among the end
consumers or scheduling power demand from the end consumers, in an at-
tempt to avoid peak power loads and excessive power line losses in power
network. In this framework, communications represent a central topic both
for enabling the deployment of the next generation power distribution sys-
tems and for providing suitable models to analyze such systems.
In this section, we introduce and model a new architecture for a smart
grid community, where an information center is established as the core
controller of the community power grid. Based on this novel approach, the
potential impact of smart battery, smart metering and renewable energy
sources have been studied. Then, we provid an optimal algorithm for power
allocation in the new architecture, which can minimize the possibility of
peak power loads even in situations of overloading, and reduce the line loss
of power scheduling. Finally, we proposed a methodology to analyze the
pricing scheme of the system.
2.2.2 Smart Home and Smart Community
In order to avoid peak power loads, reduce additional line loss and
strengthen the utilities micro-operation in the terminal area of power grid
network, a new local power distribution architecture of smart grid with
renewable energy and power storage is needed, based on the existing local
distribution area shown in Figure 1.1. The renewable energy stored/ gener-
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ated in the ordinary consumers residence will be considered as an additional
source to satisfy the consumers demand. Depending on the renewable en-
ergy, power re-distribution, and micro-operation of the new architecture,
the power demand could be promptly and safely satisfied without addi-
tional power supply from utilities or at least significant reduced.
This new mechanism is located in the local distribution area shown
in Figure 1.1. The architecture of the mechanism is displayed in Figure
2.1. The new architecture is characterized by a local power distribution
controller, short named as I.T. center that includes the power distribu-
tion equipment (distribution secondary substation) and the sub data man-
agement center with a wireless communication transmission gateway, and
many terminal power consumers, short named as T(n) where n is the in-
dex associated to each terminal users. As the I.T. center and power users
have been combined as a community, this new mechanism will be named
as a community smart grid. The power substation includes transformers
to change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower dis-
tribution voltages. The local I. T. center is connected with the terminal
user T(n) by wired power lines. The information communication layer of
the I. T. center is allocated for control of all the smart meters located
in the residential environment of terminal power consumers. The wireless
channels are used for communications between I.T. center and end users.
In the initial analysis, we assume that wireless and wired communications
are ideal (i.e. no loss of wireless signals and no other relevant effect of
information dissemination). Therefore, the I.T. center becomes the central
element of the power distribution management in the community smart
grid architecture.
In the consumers home area, local power generations (such as wind and
solar generators), smart meters, smart batteries and other basic devices are
also deployed by utilities. The value of energy consumption measured by
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I.T. 
center
Wireless 
Link
Power Line
Terminal user T(n)
Smart Grid
Community 
Figure 2.1: The architecture diagram of the community smart grid
the smart meter can be then conveyed to the I.T. center in real-time. We
assumed that the capacity of smart batteries is large enough to store the
electrical energy that is generated by solar or wind sources in each terminal
consumer’s house, including excessive energy (if needed and available by
the power lines). Hence, the smart battery can store excessive power when
the demand is lower than usual. At the same time, the terminal consumers
can make profit by selling the unused power to neighbors or utilities via
the management of I.T. center. The value of sold electrical energy can
be measured by the smart meters in two sides and recorded by the I.T.
center. Thus, the power demand of users can be supplied by using the
excessive power from other consumers in the same community. As a result,
the utilities and the end users could both make profitable business from
selling or buying the electrical energy through the efficient power demand
management scheme. The home architecture of the terminal consumer is
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shown in Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: The home architecture in community smart grid
2.2.3 Local Power Scheduling Algorithm
The theoretical analysis of the scenario proposed above is then carried
out, by defining the simple mathematical framework as shown in Table 2.2.
We utilized matrix theory to express the relationships between any T(n)
and I. T. center when the power feeder line has to be established between
any T(n) and the I. T. center.
R “
»—– 0 . . . x... . . . ...
x . . . 0
fiffifl
[R]=[Ri,j], i, j “ the code of
each T(n), x “ 0, or 1.
The relationship of each end user and the I.T. center can be represented
by x. The link between any terminal consumer and the I.T. center cannot
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Table 2.1: Simple mathematical framework with needed elements
Element Explanation
PC(n) the reference value of consumed power, or required value
in normal operating conditions
PD(n) required amount of extra power requested by user T(n)
to the I.T. center
PB(n) the value of stored power in T(n)’s battery
C the total amount of the battery’s storage
PG(n) the amount of produced power by the wind or solar gen-
erator located in user T(n)s home area.
PPL(n) Customer, distribution, transmission, bulk generation,
operations, service providers
PPL(nS; nD) the line loss during power transformation from the power
supply user (T(nS)) to the demand user (T(nD))
TD(n) power demand consumer
TS(n) power supply consumer
be established when x= 0, while the link can be established when x= 1.
Obviously, all the values located in the principle diagonal are 0.
In this community smart grid, the value of excessive power consumption
of TDpnq should be the margin between the required power (PD(n)) and
the usual consumed power (PC(n)). In order to meet the required value
from demand side, the TS(n) should consider the margin value, the value of
stored energy PB(nS) and line loss (PPL(nS; nD)). Then the formula about
point to point transformation from TS(n) to TD(n) can be formulated as
PDpnDq ´ PCpnDq “ PBpnSq ´ PPLpnS;nDq (2.1)
When TD(n) and TS(n) are dynamic, the I.T. center registers the iden-
tification codes of TS(n) and TD(n) in two queues, namely, the queue of
demand and the queue of supply. The order in the queue of demand (LD)
is determined by the amount of stored energy in TD(n) batteries whereas
the order in the queue of supply (LS) is given by the amount of excess
energy in TS(n) batteries. Let k denote the chosen code in both LD and
LS. Hence, LD and LS should fulfill
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LDpkq “ minrRs t
Nÿ
i“1
PBpnqu (2.2)
LSpkq “ maxrRs t
Nÿ
i“1
pPBpnq ´ PPLpnS;nDqqu (2.3)
While (2.2) provides the TD(n) with the lowest amount of stored en-
ergy in its battery, (2.2) determines the TS(n) with the highest amount of
stored energy in its battery when path losses are subtracted. Notice that
the line loss (PPL(nS, nD)) might vary with the distance, since the signal is
degraded by a loss of phase and amplitude. We assumed there are enough
amplifiers through the electric network to reconstruct the signal. Besides,
the distance from all to all end users is generally quite short, as the archi-
tecture is deployed within a local area. Hence, the power line losses can
be assumed as constant. With the purpose to distribute the unused power
resources of the system to those end users with higher power priorities,
determining the terminal users with sufficient energy in their smart bat-
teries (PB(n)) to cover such power demand is an essential stage. In a given
battery, (PB(n)) depends on the power produced by wind or solar sources
(PG(n)), the usual power consumed by the end user (PC(n)) and the power
requested by a terminal user with insufficient power resources to satisfy its
own power demand (PD(n)). Therefore, we can express (PB(n)) as
PBpnq “ maxrRs tPGpnq ` PCpnq ´ PDpnqu ď C (2.4)
When the community smart grid contains several TD(n), the algorithm
shown in Figure 2.3 runs according to the following steps:
1. All demanding users (TD(n)) send power demand messages to the I.
T. center via smart meter;
2. The I. T. center broadcasts message with the priority list within the
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set of TD(n) from Equation (2.2);
3. The smart meters measure the available energy in the smart batteries
with Equation (2.4) and response the I.T. center with the value of
energy storage, the location in community, and the serving period;
4. The I. T. center establishes the demand-supply list of TS(n) with
Equation (2.3). If any single TS(n) can not support the required
power, more TS(n) will be scheduled for supporting the demand side;
5. The I. T. center chooses the optimal TS(n) for TD(n) via point to point
or point to multi-points communication, depending on the queues of
demand and support sides;
6. The I. T. center adjusts the links of power transformation line for
TS(n) and TD(n);
7. The target TS(n) then routes the power to the TD(n) via the I. T.
center. During this procedure, the I. T. center, the smart meters of
TD(n) and the target TS(n) record the value of transmitted power;
8. Step 5-7 have to be repeated until all TD(n) are served;
9. The utilities issues the bill message to TD(n) and TS(n) via I. T. center
at the end of this process.
2.2.4 Investment and Benefit Analysis Model
In this section, starting from the proposed model, analyses the ecosys-
tem from the point view of pricing and utilities, both from the consumers
and the providers perspectives. Indeed, for effective marketing of smart
grid, utilities should persuade the terminal consumers that they could
benefit form such a novel paradigm, and at the same time, they should
explicitly provide effective gains on power selling by exploiting the smart
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Table 2.2: Investment and benefit analysis parameters
Terms{Description V alue
N : number of terminal users 20
MSM : investment per smart meter 600*
MS: investment per solar generator 2840*
MSB: investment per smart battery [420, 2100]*
PmaxC (n): max. average power consumption. 10
PB(n): energy stored in smart battery [0, 5]
pB: probability of point to point power supply-demand 1/N
PD(n): extra power demand after subtracting
available energy stored in battery [1, 10]
pd: probability of the utility supplying the
demand because of consumers with
insufficient energy storage 1/5
P : unit of power price 0.2164 [23]
e: unit of power price over limitation 0.2722 [23]
w: transaction fee rate of the utility 10, 20, 30%
* Value was collected from related online market, and unit is e.
facilities located in the users premises. So a suitable return on investment
needs to be established as a core component of the considered architecture.
In order to define such mechanism, the following terms are introduced in
Table 2.2.
The return on investment mechanism was designed by considering the
financial balance for utilities and consumers. The utilities will design the
mechanism in such a way to recover the investment on smart meters and
solar generators by the power consumers’ electricity bills and percentage
on the consumers’ gain for selling excess power within the community,
as shown in Equation (2.5). On the other hand, the consumers can get
benefits from selling excess energy in order to compensate the investment
on smart batteries, as shown in Equation(2.6). During this power selling
excess between consumers, the utilities will gain benefits from local power
scheduling cost, which has flexible rate from 10% to 30% that will be
decided by utilities.
The equation of calculations of the return on investment for utilities and
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consumers should fulfil
HUtilitypnq “ mintMSM `MS ´
Nÿ
i“0
pBPBpnqpw
´ epdpPDpnq ´ PBpnq ´ PmaxC pnq ´
Nÿ
i“0
pBPBpNqqu (2.5)
HUserpnq “ mintMSB ´
Nÿ
i“0
pBPBpnqpp1´ wq
` epdpPDpnq ´ PBpnq ´ PmaxC pnq ´
Nÿ
i“0
pBPBpnqqu (2.6)
In Figure 2.4 the consumer’s amortization is shown for different values
of the percentage of the sold excess energy provided to the utility. For the
same values, the utility’s amortization is proposed in Figure 2.5. It should
be noted that, in this model, we consider a fixed price for selling of excess
power of consumers. However, since both the availability of excess power
and the demand can fluctuate in a more realistic scenario, the price for
selling of excess power should vary dynamically, too. This aspect will be
studied in the future work on this topic.
2.2.5 Performance Evaluation
This section analyses the performance of the new algorithm for power
scheduling in the novel mechanism when compared with the existing power
grid. To this goal, we collected the power consumption data from dynamic
target families located in the city of Trento. We randomly selected the
target families as the members of this community smart grid. Then we
employ a simulation environment with the simulation parameters shown
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Table 2.3: Simulation parameters
Element V alue
I.T. center 1
Consumers 20
Power consumption per family per day (kWh) [2.5, 10]
Battery storage (kWh) [0, 5]
in Table 2.3.
Based on the statistical data of power consumption per consumer in
the community smart grid, Figure 2.6 shows the effective result of the
new mechanism on supporting the power demand in this community. We
assumed that each consumer has its own local renewable energy generator
and battery in residence. Then the new scheme provides a highest gain
of nearby 45% of saving power supporting and an average saving of 40%,
when compared to the legacy scheme.
Once we explore the relationship of the deployment rate of renewable
energy generator and battery, and the power scheduling result, we got
Figure 2.7. Obviously, only after the deployment rate of these smart devices
beyond 50%, the power schedulings effect by our new mechanism could be
manifest in the global level of this community smart grid.
2.3 Conclusion
A novel smart grid architecture is presented and modeled in this paper,
where a community smart grid is supplied by renewable energy sources
and managed by a central entity in order to alleviate the problem of en-
ergy waste in smart grid. Our approach is based on the idea that the
interactions within a community smart grid can play a key role in the
green effort to improve sustainability and effectiveness of the power distri-
bution infrastructure. A power-scheduling algorithm is then proposed, in
which the unused renewable energy resources stored in the smart batteries
28
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of community users can be used to supply other users with higher power
demand in such community smart grid. Our simulation results prove the
potential advantages of the new scheme to reduce power consumption, with
a highest gain of up to 45% of saved power in comparison with the refer-
ence scheme. Furthermore, we provide profitable business and promotion
of smart grid systems for utilities and electricity consumers, thus enabling
users to sell power and get profit from it at few taxes for using the utilitys
power network.
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Figure 2.3: The flowchart of local power scheduling algorithm
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Figure 2.6: Power scheduling via the community smart grid
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Chapter 3
Self-Organisation Issues of the
Updated Distribution Grid
In this chapter, we present an improved routing algorithm for wireless
path selection for the smart grid distribution network.
3.1 Introduction
Smart grid is referred to the next generation power grid, with advanced
features and two-way flow of electricity and communication. Those features
include demand side management, fault alarm, advanced metering. The
smart grid is expected to provide real-time information and near instan-
taneous balance between supply side and demand side [1] [3]. Consumers’
power consumption data is collected and integrated through advanced com-
munication technologies for analyzing the power consumption behaviors
and preferences by utilities. The key point for deploying these features is
to develop a reliable and efficient communication infrastructure [1] [3].
From Figure 3.1 we can identify primary substations, working between
110 kV and 20/10 kV in the medium voltage level in power distribution
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Figure 3.1: A typical power transmission and distribution grid networks with transform
devices
grid. Normally, the primary substation is recognized as an important com-
ponent of the distribution infrastructure, which can transform the medium
voltage electrical power to the low voltage electrical power. The main goal
of the secondary substation is to transform the low voltage power to do-
mestic consumption standard power that can be transmitted in local feed
lines to terminal power consumers.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the architecture of the power distribution grid
is supported by a communications networks, that provides the interaction,
information dissemination and interaction among the connected devices.
Indeed, the smart grid represents the combination of two infrastructures:
(i) the power distribution infrastructure, and (ii) the communications in-
frastructure. The characteristics of reliability, security, interoperability
and efficiency of the electrical grid are clearly defined by the employed
techniques at the communication level, and constrained by reducing en-
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vironmental impacts and promoting investment growth [45]. Besides the
power consumption data transmission, communication techniques also can
play core role on power scheduling, real-time interaction between utility
and consumer, and other interaction scenarios [1] [45].
In the traditional smart grid scenario, the grid is expected to estimate
the local power grid capacity and other relevant factors in order to optimize
the energy usage across the network, making use of existing power plants
and micro generation facilities (e.g. renewable sources at users’ premises).
For this task, it is possible to envisage the usage of wireless communication
technologies in the local power distribution domain [45] [43].
The status of power consumption/ generation pattern for each user is
transmitted via the local power distribution control device [45]. Depending
on the operating environment, the data could be delivered through routing
on multiple wireless access links. Hence, wireless routing path selection
represents a relevant challenge in the power distribution scenario, and is
discussed in some existing research works.
3.2 Proposed Framework Based on the Distribution
Grid Networks
This section provides a definition of the considered scenario and a state-
ment of the problem addressed in the paper.
As shown in Figure 3.1, we propose to define the power grid network
under 110 kV as the regional power distribution area (RPDA), where the
primary substation (including base station and primary data management
center) plays the core role of local power management and controls many
secondary substations. The power distribution network under 20/10 kV
is defined as the local power distribution area (LPDA), where the sec-
ondary substation is set as the main controller (including relay station
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Figure 3.2: Two-way flow power distribution network
and sub-data management center), and schedules multiple terminal power
consumers.
In this scenario, the performance of the wireless communication path
between the secondary substation located in the new additional LPDA and
the primary substation represents a challenge, influencing the possibility of
achieve optimal power allocation setups or supporting timely fault detec-
tion. From Figure 3.1, the primary substation schedules power distribution
in RPDA, while the secondary substations can be recognized as the ter-
minal nodes. Based on this architecture, we propose to use the following
communication system.
The approach is built up based on the RPDA shown in Figure 3.2.
The primary substation, indicated as PS, is set to be the main controller
of in the RPDA, collecting and transmitting the power consumption and
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other data between utility and the secondary substations. Meanwhile, the
secondary substation can be deployed as smart terminal nodes of PS.
In the secondary substation, we deploy one relay station as the wireless
communication gate and sub-data management center that can collect and
transmit the related data between primary substation and terminal power
consumers. The secondary substation is indicated as R(n), where n is the
index associated to each secondary substation. The RPDA’s main con-
troller PS is connected with R(n) by wired power distribution lines. The
communication interface is the IEEE 802.22 wireless standards. In our
proposed R(n)’s local architecture shown in Figure 3.3, we enhanced and
expanded the existing secondary substation, which R(n) can re-schedule
the power distribution to keep the local power demand-supply balance via
sub-data management center - that is connected with some smart devices
located in consumer’s residential environment, like smart meter and other
facilities. Renewable energy is introduced into the local architecture to
assistent local power re-schedule via R(n) and sub-data management cen-
ter’s manipulation, which is prodcued by household wind turbines and solar
generators in this scenario. With the contribution of distributed sub-data
management centers, the PS can schedule and scan the global power con-
sumption status within the RPDA and power consumption details from
the terminal power consumers through R(n).
In case a new local power distribution area (LPDA) is added into re-
gional power distribution network, the new added secondary substation
is deployed to be sub-controller of this local area. The location infor-
mation and terminal consumer’s initial power consumption data will be
conveyed via the sub-controller to the primary data management center
located in the primary substation. If the information transmission can not
be achieved via one single hop, then the multi-hop wireless links between
the target area and the primary substation should be timely and reliably
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deployed. For instance, we assume when any power fault happened in the
terminal consumer’s residential, LPDA, or the power lines between primary
and secondary substations, the alarm data packages that include accurate
fault location and other required information should be reported to the
primary substation and delivered to utility as well.
3.3 Improved Path Selection Algorithm in the Dis-
tribution Grid Network
The problem of establishing the multi-hop wireless links between the
target relay station (RS) and the base station (BS) located in primary
substation (PS) can be formulated as a shortest path routing problem. In
the case proposed in the paper, we propose to formulate the problem as a
weighted shortest path routing problem.
Weighted Shortest Path Routing Problem: For a given source vertex
(node) in graph, algorithm finds the path with lowest cost (i.e. the shortest
path) between that vertex and any other vertex. It can also be used for
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Table 3.1: Correspondence of path selection and weighted shortest path routing
Multi-hop Path Selection Weighted Shortest Path Routing
AMDP Weight
Number of RSs and BS Vertices V
Wireless access link (L) E edges
IEEE 802.22 network Graph G
finding costs of shortest paths from a single vertex to a single destination
vertex [24].
Based on the characteristics of the IEEE 802.22 standard (focused on
dynamic spectrum allocation and cognitive radio access principles), we de-
cided to use the average missed detection probability (AMDP) of spectrum
occupancy on the link between any two RSs or BS as the most relevant
parameter for the description of the wireless access link L in this algorithm.
Mn`1,n`1 “
»—– 0 . . . x... . . . ...
x . . . 0
fiffifl
[M ]=[Mi,j], i, j “ the code of
each R(n) and PS, x “ 0, or
1.
We utilize the matrix theory to express the neighborhood relationships
between any R(n) and PS when the wireless link has to be established.
The relationship of each R(n) and PS can be represented by x. If any two
R(n)s, or R(n) and PS are not neighbors, then the wireless link can not be
established between them. Hence, we use x to express the neighborhood
relationship between that two R(n)s, or R(n) and PS. Once x=1, the wire-
less access link is available between that two R(n)s, or R(n) and PS, which
means the neighborhood relationship is existing between them.
For the purpose of getting the lowest AMDP on the R(n)’s neighbor-
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hood wireless access link L, we built another matrix for describing the
performance of the link between the RS, which has dynamic value based
on the spectrum sensing result on each routing step.
Nn,k “
»—– C1,1 . . . C1,k... . . . ...
Cn,1 . . . Cn,k
fiffifl
N=[Nn,k]
where C is the missed detection probability of available spectrum lo-
cated on any RS and BS [55] [53]; n is the number of RSs and BS in the
wireless network; k is the number of the available spectrum on each RS or
BS.
The missed detection probability Ckn is decided by the status of the k
available spectrums located on RS. Based on the analysis of whether the
primary user of spectrum is in operation or not, we can get the detection
probability. Then the missed detection probability can be calculated by
spectrum sensing based on the detection probability [53].
Now, we can get the equation of AMDP of each available spectrum kth
located on RS i and its neighbor RS j as follow,
arg Cki,j=(C
k
i +C
k
j )/2 (1)
where i, j= the code of RSs and BS.
Hence, the target wireless access link between RS i and RS j will be
decided via the equation as follow,
Ctargeti,j = min {argCki,j} (2)
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It means that subsequent target RS j can serve a novel available spec-
trum with lowest AMDP, located on the wireless link between RS i and
RS j for the current path selection step among RS i’s neighbors.
Dijkstra’s algorithm provides the optimal solution for the single-source
shortest-paths problem on a weighted, directed graph G=(V , E) for the
case in which all edge weights are nonnegative. Dijkstra’s algorithm pre-
serves a set S of vertices whose final shorts-path weights from the source s
have already been determined [24].
As we have previously discussed, the AMDP of available spectrum on
the wireless links between any RS and BS is a dynamic metric that could
be diversification based on the real-time respective status of the spectrum
located on each RS or BS in each routing step. So we define an improved Di-
jkstra’s algorithm–dynamic neighborhood routing path selection (DNRPS)
algorithm as follows.
The proposed algorithm shown in Figure 3.4 runs according to the fol-
lowing steps:
1. The neighborhood relationship matrix M is established in primary
data management center and sent to each existing sub data manage-
ment center located in the secondary substations.
2. Make all RSs and BS located in the IEEE 802.22 network as unselected
and set the new RS located in the new local power distribution area
as current RS.
3. For the current RS, consider its entire unselected neighboring RSs, and
calculate the AMDP of available spectrums located on each existing
wireless link.
4. Select the target RS from the current regional power distribution net-
work neighborhood matrix M, which can serve the most available spec-
trum with the lowest AMDP to the current RS.
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5. Set the target RS as current RS, then check its neighborhood matrix,
get the neighbor list.
6. Calculate the AMDP of available spectrums located on the wireless
links among the target RS and its neighbor RSs.
7. Record and store the id of the target RS in each step into an adjacency
list structure, required to form the route.
8. If the target RS is the BS located in the primary substation, then
breaks and ends the algorithm. Otherwise, set the target RS as the
current RS in next step and continue from step 3.
For spare graphs, that is, graphs with far fewer than O(|N`1|N) edges,
the improved Dijkstra’s algorithm can be implemented very efficiently by
modeling wireless network in the form of adjacency lists and using a binary
heap, or Fibonacci heap as a priority queue to implement extracting mini-
mum efficiently. Thus, with a binary heap, the improved algorithm requires
O((|L|+|N ` 1|)log|N ` 1|) time, which is dominated by O(|L|log|N ` 1|),
assuming the graph is connected. The Fibonacci heap further improves
this to O(|L|+|N ` 1|log|N ` 1|).
3.4 Performance Evaluation
This section analyses the performance of our proposed DNRPS algo-
rithm for the wireless routing path selection between new addition local
power distribution area and the primary substation in the novel mechanism
when compared with the existing schemes [52] [35] [49]. The major differ-
ence among the other methods is the employment of dynamic spectrum
access on each wireless link. We considered the existing power distribu-
tion situation and local natural environment, and also explored the open
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resources about the capacity of primary substation and secondary substa-
tions from industry. Then we employed the simulation environment with
the parameters shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters
Element Value
Number of primary substation 1
Number of secondary substation 39
Number of new addition LPDA [1,5]
Time for spectrum sensing 1ms/station
Delay requirement of immediate message 3 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms
Based on HWMP method and the working principle of 802.11s wireless
mesh networks, schemes [52] [35] were proposed by those authors. As we
quoted and listed in the introduction part, those schemes can be consid-
ered as improved wireless routing path selection mechanism for the local
power distribution area, where the main wireless communication links are
located between the secondary substation and the smart meters deployed
in power consumer’s residences. In other words, these two schemes can be
considered as good choices for the wireless communication in local power
distribution area (LPDA). But in the advanced communication level in
neighbourhood area network where the wireless communication demanded
by primary substation and secondary substations that we defined as re-
gional power distribution area (RPDA) in our considered scenario, these
schemes didn’t present more effective and expected activation.
Figure 3.5 shows the effective result of our mechanism by employing
the novel wireless routing path selection algorithm for each wireless access
session. Analyzing the cumulative delay, the result show that the proposed
scheme provides a highest gain of near 19% of reduction in the wireless
communication delay, when compared to the schemes in the literature (
Figure 3.6).
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3.5 Conclusion
Communications represents a relevant component in the architecture of
the future smart grid. In this chapter, we analyzed the distribution section
of the power grid, and defined a model to focus on the communications
performance in data dissemination. We didn’t reconstruct the distribu-
tion networks, but established efficient wireless links based on the existing
power infrastructures to let the real-time wireless communication get in-
demnification. Then, we introduced an improved path selection algorithm
to enable reduction of the delay and support a scale-up of the system. Sim-
ulation results demonstrate a relevant improvement in the performance of
the system.
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Figure 3.4: The flowchart of improved wireless routing path selection algorithm
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Chapter 4
Enabling Communication
Technologies
Enabling communication technologies can active the communication
links connects different part of the smart grid networks and make the in-
formation flow smooth and effective.
4.1 Introduction
The existing electric power grid is required to be more intelligent for
the purpose of providing reliable, sustainable and economical supply of
electricity. In order to provide these aims, the current power grid is being
upgraded to the next-generation power grid system, call smart grid, via the
research and experiences being carried in academia and industry in recent
years. One of the most important features of smart grid is the integration
of two-way flows that include power flow and information flow. The in-
formation flow can be employed to provide effective and controlled power
generation and consumption [43] [45]. This new feature of smart grid also
can stimulate power consumers participation to control and manage their
own electricity consumption by providing near real-time information on
their electric usage and associated payment. Indeed, latest communication
and information technology can play a very important role for control-
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ling, manage, and optimising different infrastructure and smart devices
and systems in smart grid [29]. The communication interfaces and elec-
trical interfaces corresponding to different smart grid domains have been
stated in Table 4.1 [45].
The distribution grid is the nearest part to the ordinary power con-
sumers in the smart grid system. More flexibility, higher uncertainty, and
more possibility of risk are highlighted as the unignored characteristics in
the distribution grid. Advanced communication and information technol-
ogy serve the opportunities to let utilities deploy remote operation in ter-
minal power supply area. On the other hand, terminal power consumers
can deliver power demand information, gain their own residential power
consumption, and even more residential power system scheduling via em-
ploying those latest communication and information technology.
Table 4.1: Smart grid domains and the associated communication and electrical interfaces
with typical applications [45]
Domain Communication interface Electrical interface
Customer Distribution, markets, operation,
service provider
Distribution
Distribution Customer, transmission, market,
operations
Customer and transmission
Transmission Distribution, bulk generation,
markets, operators
Bulk generation and distribution
Bulk generation Transmission, markets, opera-
tions
Transmission
Markets Customer, distribution, transmis-
sion, bulk generation, operations,
service providers
None
Operations Customer, distribution, transmis-
sion, markets, service providers
None
Service providers Customer markets, operations None
In this chapter, we furnish a overall study on the importance of commu-
nication infrastructure and networking in the smart grid. Section 4.2 re-
views the available communication standards and technologies. The power
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line communication (PLC) is presented in the first part, which is recog-
nised as wired communication model for the ”last mile” communication in
distribution grid. Several kinds of wireless communication protocols are
introduced in the second part of Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes the
communication requirements and performance metrics in different level of
networks, which include home area networks (HANs), neighbourhood area
networks (NANs) and wide area networks (WANs). These three networks
are organised as the distribution communication networks. Section 4.4
outlines the concludes this whole chapter.
4.2 Available Communication Standards and Tech-
nologies
4.2.1 Power Line Communication
The ”last mile” is a phrase that is always be used by telecommunica-
tions and internet business to refer to the final part of the telecommu-
nications networks transmitting communications connectivity to terminal
consumers, which actually reaches the customer [32]. In case of smart grid,
it typically means connecting the substation and power consumers to the
high-speed communication backbone network. Many communication tech-
nologies, like power line communication (PLC) can be used to provide this
last-mile connection [45] [34].
Based on the omnipresent power distribution lines, especially the feed
lines from the substation to the terminal power consumers, and associated
advantage of low installation expense, power line communication can be
widely employed in smart grid [20]. PLC refers to deliver data by modu-
lating the standard 50 or 60 Hz alternating current on the existing power
lines [32]. The highlight advantages of PLC, like extensive coverage and
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low cost, would eliminate the extra requirement of communication infras-
tructure for the last-mile connection in distribution grid. PLC can also
be used for short-haul communications of power network management in
terminal power supply area in the smart grid [15].
PLC is becoming quite popular technology in home area networks for
home energy management system (HEMS) [34]. There are intriguing possi-
bilities of tying smart grid applications with HEMS in home environment.
There is also a strong confidence that these applications will cause to a
change in how the terminal power consumers distribute energy consump-
tion. There are two types of PLC technologies, broadband PLC (BB-PLCs)
and narrowband PLC (NB-PLCs) stated in [34] by Galli, et al. BB-PLCs
technologies operating in the high frequency bands (1.8-250 MHz) and
also having a physical layer rate ranging from several Mbps to hundred
Mbps. Meanwhile, LB-PLCs technologies operating in the any of the low
frequency bands (3kHz-500kHz). Galli, et al. also presented that NB-
PLCs have several advantages when compare to BB-PLCs, especially the
highlighted ”easy of upgrade to future version”. NB-PLCs solutions can
be easily implemented as ”soft” modems using a digital signal processing
(DSP) whereas this is not possible with scaled down version of BB-PLCs
devices.
There have been several works in the literature targeting power line com-
munications in smart grid based on related communication mode. Son, et
al. [72] proposed a home energy management system (HEMS) based on
power line communication. This HEMS can serve called ”easy-to-access”
interactive interface between HEMS and consumer in real time. The in-
formation of energy consumption and controlling of intelligent devices in
residential environment can be provided by residential deployed smart me-
tering and power line communication. The residential intelligent devices
are connected with other parts of the system via employing power line
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communication technology in HEMS. Auto-configuration is highlighted as
the most important function of HEMS in paper [72]. It means when any
new device plug-in, automatic device discovery is carried on by using PLC
in HEMS. HEMS can detect the new device by its load current in the
residential power line system. With the information the HEMS received
from the new device, HEMS can recognise the device’s application and lo-
cation in the residence. Also, residential automatic peak load management
is implemented via employing HEMS for reducing energy consumption.
The future smart homes with more and more information application
and smart devices will obviously improve our daily life with more comfort-
able residential environment. Based on the advantage of the power sockets
and the distribution of the power line networks in the home environment,
Lin, et al. [56] recommended power line communication as the communi-
cation infrastructure of wired local area networks. PLC based information
applications (IA) located in the home environment and the internet bridg-
ing for data exchange among mobile devices were also explored and stated
in paper [56].
The most threatening challenge to power line communication is the
delivered signals via power line communications can not successfully pass
through the meter and the transformer, even people spent mass of time
on this research for decades. In recent years, it has finally made some
progress.
In present, the commercial network bridge products based on power
line communication, only can support LAN environment [16]. For the
Internet part, DSL, cable or optical fiber are still employed to complete the
access process, with high costs and prices in the market. Meanwhile, the
power line communication is using mass of power lines as the information
transmission carrier. But in some power line aging areas, the power line
circuit already became wear and tear, which may affect the quality of
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transmitted signal in the power lines, and reduce the actual transmission
rate in the same time. Residential power appliances, like microwave, hair
dryer, etc. can also interfere the transmission quality in the power lines.
4.2.2 Wireless Communication Protocols
Not just power line communication, but many other wireless communi-
cation protocols also have been explored for being deployed in the smart
grid. We select several popular wireless communication protocols to present
in this section. Considered the coverage of these wireless communication
protocols, we separate those protocols to two kinds, short-range solutions
includes ZigBee and Wi-Fi, and long-range solutions includes WiMAX,
LTE and IEEE 802.22 [45].
ZigBee
ZigBee is stated as IEEE 802.15.4 standard, which is developed by ZigBee
Alliance [6] for low power, low transmission rate of data and short-range,
usually less than 100m, wireless networks applications. IEEE 802.15.4
standard is carried on the physical (PHY) layer and Media Access Control
(MAC) layer. Usually, the operating licence-free industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) radio bands include 868 MHz (Europe), 915 MHz (USA
and Australia), and 2.4 GHz (worldwide) with corresponding date rate 20
kbps, 40 kbps and 250 kbps [45].
ZigBee technology is expected to be large deployed in wireless sensor
network (WSN) [42] and in smart grid, especially in smart metering ap-
plications [29]. In the released specifications of ZigBee, the ZigBee Smart
Energy V2.0 specifications is highlighted as an IP-based protocol, which
could monitor, control, inform and automate the delivery of energy [7].
Wi´ Fi
Wi-Fi is a local area wireless technology that is also recognised as the
trademark of the Wi-Fi alliance, based on the IEEE 802.11 standards that
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are widely employed in WLANs [45] [47] [85]. In worldwide, there mass of
Wi-Fi certified devices and the number of industry alliance already beyond
300. The operating licence-free ISM radio bands include 2.4 GHz and 5
GHz. Wi-Fi standard is widely used in residential environment for wireless
communication and access by the mobile devices and other devices. For ex-
ample, in the home area networks, Wi-Fi technology supports machine to
machine (M2M) communication that is one of very important applications
in the smart grid [65].
According to the IEEE 802.11 standards, the energy-efficient is al-
ways highlighted in the details of sub-standards, like 802.11c, 802.11d
and 802.11ah that is under manufacturing and will be published in 2016.
Currently available embedded Wi-Fi products engrafting the power saving
methods that mentioned in the sub-stands, can be employed in the infor-
mation applications in the smart grid. The embedded Wi-Fi is expected
to be a highlight technology for the short distance wireless communication
links in smart grid communication networks, especially in home area net-
works [29].
WiMAX
WiMAX is the short name of worldwide interoperability for microwave ac-
cess, which is recognised as a wireless communication standard that can
address many requirements of smart grid applications [84]. WiMAX refers
to IEEE 802.16 wireless communication standards defined by the WiMAX
Forum. IEEE 802.16m is the latest version in IEEE 802.16 family stan-
dards. Internet access, middle-mile backhaul to finer networks, and the
multi-hop relay, are the main usages of WiMAX based soon its bandwidth
and range [37].
Even WiMAX is not particularly created for the communication in the
smart grid, but as an available communication protocol, it still provides the
necessary functions to support the smart grid, like wide coverage, low la-
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tency and high throughput [45]. As one kind of cellular networks, WiMAX
can be employed in the communication links in the smart grid architec-
ture. Especially the WiMAX-based smart meter working in the home area
networks, can achieve the communication requires, like lower cost, better
coverage and fast installation etc. [43]. At the same time, the service of cel-
lular networks are shared by dynamic consumers that may cause decrease
in network performance in urgent situations. So the private communication
network maybe needed by the power utilities to solve this kind of problem.
LTE
LTE is another kind of cellular protocol, besides WiMAX mentioned in the
above. It is considered as one of 4G standard protocols can serve high-speed
data communication on the wireless links [71]. Till 2014, LTE standard al-
ready has been accepted as the commercial service in most countries in the
worldwide. Many different bands have been covered by the LTE standard.
Hence, we can employ the LTE standard to establish a low-latency and
high-reliable network for the data transmission and other communication
applications in the smart grid.
Considered the architecture of distribution grid and transmission grid
in the smart grid network, the LTE standard can be settled on the upper
link between terminal power consumers and utilities, and also the wireless
communication links between the primary substation and secondary sub-
station, to lead the utilities achieve more accurate scheduling in the local
power supply area. Also, any power fault happened in transmission grid
can be delivered back and alarm the utilities based on the features of the
LTE standard. Phasor measurement unit (PMU) is a quite popular com-
munication application in the transmission grid based on the capacity of
the LTE standard, which can alarm the power error and transmit back the
needed situation data to the utilities that has remote controlling require-
ment on the high voltage power transmission lines.
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802.22
IEEE 802.22 standard is based on the white spaces in the television (TV)
frequency spectrum for wireless regional area networks (WRAN) [10]. Af-
ter the white space frequency spectrum was opened to public wireless com-
munication bands, IEEE 802.22 standard was developed for norming the
frequency usage on these bands. In MAC layer, the popular technology is
cognitive radio that needs to catch the capacity to adapt in the dynamic
environment by sensing the spectrum.
Table 4.2: IEEE 802.22 characteristics [69]
Parameter Specification
Typical cell radius (km) 30-100km
Methodology Spectrum sensing to identify free channels
Channel bandwidth (MHz) 6, 7, 8
Modulation OFDM
Channel capacity 18 Mbps
User capacity Downlink: 1.5 Mbps; Uplink: 384 kbps
The application of cognitive radio in the smart grid is realised as the
assistant radio in urban area and a backup in disaster management, also
the broadband access based on the wide area coverage due to the good
propagation characteristics of TV bands [36].
These feature of cognitive radio can serve the wireless communication
requirements in the transmission part of the smart grid. that the high
voltage power lines always need to through the rural area where has weak
cellular system or other wireless communication standards coverage. As
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication technology is widely used to
support advanced metering infrastructure in the smart grid, cognitive ra-
dio and M2M communication can be integrated as cognitive radio M2M
(CM2M) for the related applications in the smart grid [31] [28] [83].
In the transmission part of the smart grid system, the CM2M technology
can add the flexibility of operation procedures, the post-fault controlling,
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and operation of power electronic converters. This feature can help to
solve the fails that happened in the high-voltage system and restore normal
operations as soon [83].
4.3 Communication Requirements and Performance
Metrics
4.3.1 Communication requirements
Two-way” flow is the most important feature of the smart grid, which
is also recognised as the main difference between traditional power grid
and the smart grid. Meanwhile, from the power generation to transmis-
sion network, distribution system and consumption area, ”two-way” com-
munication with low-latency and sufficient bandwidth is also required to
upgrade the capacity of the power grid and improve the service of the de-
veloping smart grid [70]. Usually, there are several kinds of smart grid
communication requirements as follows,
1. Security: Security is the most important requirement to power grid
communication from power utilities. In order to avoid any attack
from outside, the secure infrastructure located in the power grid net-
work should be developed and standardised to protect the operation
procedures of power grid.
2. Reliability and availability: Ageing power infrastructures, especially
the devices and feed lines in the distribution part of the power grid,
may cause unexpected power fault even blackout, like the disasters
happened in 2003 in U.S. and Europe. With the development of power
infrastructures, the reliability and availability of communication in the
smart grid are not just the challenges, but also the issues can not be
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ignored and should be solved. Latest modern and secure commu-
nication technologies can be employed in the smart grid network to
guarantee the reliability of the communication part of smart grid [43].
The availability of the communication architecture is established on
the framework composed by the recognised fine communication tech-
nologies.
3. Quality of service (QoS): The QoS of communication requirements in
the smart grid can be separated into two points, detailed mechanism
of power price and routing methodologies for the powerful data com-
munication infrastructures. More effective communication between
utilities and power consumers can lead the power consumer follow
the price scheduling managed by the utilities, for avoiding power con-
sumption in the peak load period or high price duration in daily life. A
good routing methodology can help smart monitoring system collect
and feedback the data to utilities as soon as possible. Also the com-
munication channel between utilities and power consumers can avoid
unnecessary disturbance during the data interactive process [19].
4.3.2 Performance metrics
From the discussion that we presented in the above, we can find there
are three main communication networks in the smart grid system. Home
area network (HAN), neighbourhood area network (NAN), and wide area
network (WAN) are covering the transmission and distribution architecture
in the smart grid system [45]. The selected communication technologies
can be deployed into these three networks to perform the corresponding
communication tasks that is shown in Table 4.3.
In the distribution grid, power substation is divided into two kinds, pri-
mary substation and secondary substation. Primary substation is charging
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Table 4.3: Hierarchical overview of smart grid communication infrastructure [45]
Classification Domain ExampleMembers ExampleTechnologies
WAN Transmission Routers, Towers, Stations Satellite, Microwave,
Cognitive Radio, IEC
61850
NAN Distribution Relays, Access Points, Bridges WiMAX, Cellular
(LTE), PLC, Wireless
Mesh
HAN Comsumer Thermostats, PCs, Automation ZigBee, WiFi, Home-
Plug
Table 4.4: IEEE 61850 communication networks and systems in substations: communi-
cation requirements for functions and device models [78]
MessageTypes Definitions Delayrequirements
Type1 Message requiring imme-
diate actions at receiving
IEDs
1A: 3 ms ore 10 ms; 1B: 20 ms or 100 ms
Type2 Message requiring medium
transmission speed
100 ms
Type3 Message for slow speed
auto-control functions
500 ms
Type4 Continuous data streams
from IEDs
3 ms or 10 ms
Type5 Large file transfers 1000 ms (not strict)
Type6 Time synchronisation mes-
sages
No requirement
Type7 Command messages with
access control
Equivalent to Type1 or Type3
the voltage transform from high voltage to medium voltage. The secondary
substation is defined as the infrastructure that transforms medium voltage
power to low voltage power in the distribution grid network. In our pro-
posed scheme, the substations is updated as the regional power and data
controller Hence it is also worth to exploring the performance metrics of
substations on managing the message exchange events in the distribution
grid, which are shown in Table 4.4 .
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we explored the candidate communication protocols
that can be deployed in the smart grid system to establish the information
channel. Power line communication technology is employed to solve the
”last mile” communication issues. The wireless communication protocols
are running the communication flow in transmission grid, distribution grid
and terminal power consumer’s residences. Wired and wireless communi-
cation technologies both have advantages and disadvantages. We should
select the optimal communication standard to meet the specific require-
ments of the particular communication environment. We also studied the
performance metrics in different network area and the particular communi-
cation requirement to substation in the smart grid system. These metrics
can help us understand the dynamic standards working in different area in
the smart grid.
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Chapter 5
Upgraded Power saving Models in
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
System
5.1 Introduction
With the evolution of existing power grid, smart grid is popularly re-
ferred to the next generation power grid, in which communication flow
is a key features of the smart grid system [3] [1] [45]. Consumers power
consumption data is collected and integrated through advanced commu-
nication technologies for analyzing the end-user power consumption be-
haviors and preferences by utilities. The smart meter is a device widely
deployed in the user premises and responsible for collecting end-user power
consumption data and reporting them to the utilities. The smart meter
is the terminal power consumption data collection and transmission de-
vice in power consumer’s residential environment, which is currently being
widely arranged by utilities. Also the deployment of smart meter is encour-
aged and supported by governments through public policies and investment
projects in the world [3] [1] [2].
From Figure 5.1 we can identify the distribution part of smart grid
referred to as distribution grid, including primary substation, working be-
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tween 110 kV and 20/10 kV in the medium voltage level, and secondary
substation, working below 20/10 kV, which is settled for transforming the
low voltage power to domestic consumption standard power that can be
transmitted in local feed lines to terminal power consumers. As published
roadmap mentioned, the architecture of the power grid is supported by
the communication network, which provides the interaction, information
dissemination and interaction among the connected devices.
The smart grid includes power flow and information flow. The trans-
mission of power consumption data is one of most important tasks for the
information flow in the smart grid. At the same time, two-way communi-
cation between utilities and terminal power consumers is realised as one
of important features of the information flow in the smart grid [1]. In
the terminal power consumers residences, the measurement of power con-
sumption data is carried by the smart meters. Advanced metering infras-
tructure (AMI) is an integrated system of smart meters, communications
networks, and data management systems that enables two-way communi-
cation between utilities and customers [45]. As the main block for metering
and transmitting the power consumption data in terminal consumers res-
idences, the power saving of smart meter become a problem that can not
be overlooked when the number of deployed smart meter is really huge in
the high-density residential community.
Power saving in the communication field has become a popular research
topic in recent years. With the development of smart grid, many smart
devices are created and employed in the next-generation architecture of
smart grid, especially in the distribution grid network. A smart meter
is settled to collect power consumption data of terminal consumers and
transmit the data to utilities, in residential environment. The smart meters
are continuously operating day and night to monitor the end-user power
consumption in real-time and report the collected data back to the utilities
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Figure 5.1: A typical power transmission and distribution network in Europe
management centers. As a result, they consume significant amounts of
energy. The deployment rate of smart meters is already over 90% even 95%
in many European countries, especially in the West European countries
[40]. Along with the deployment of green energy in the terminal part of
smart grid, the dynamic power demand from power consumers, and remote
micro-operating requirement from utilities that will challenge the capacity
of smart meters on data collection, transmission and local management etc.
[3] [40]. This will cause longer working time and more power consumption
of smart meters. Particularly, after locally generated renewable energy is
selected as the power resource of smart meters, the deployment of large-
scale smart meters in terminal power consumption area prompt us cannot
ignore how to solve this problem.
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5.2 Advanced Metering Infrastructure System
Figure 5.2: A simple architecture of advanced metering infrastructure system [75]
From the definition of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) given
by the electric power research institute (EPRI) of U.S., we can know that,
”Advanced metering systems are comprised of state-of-the-art electron-
ic/digital hardware and software, which combine interval data measure-
ment with continuously available remote communications [77]. ” There
are two highlight points in this definition, data measurement and continu-
ously remote communications. It means the main task of AMI system is to
measure the data from terminal area of the smart grid and transmit back
to the meter data management system in utilities as shown in Figure 5.2.
As other full-duplex communication systems, AMI also executes the con-
tinuously remote communications that ordered by the utilities to deliver
the remote information from the meter data management system back to
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the terminal home area networks.
From Figure 5.2, we also can find three communication layers: Home
Area Networks (HANs), Neighbourhood Area Networks (NANs) and Wide
Area Networks (WANs). The devices perform respective communication
tasks, are allocated on the corresponding communication layers. Between
HANs and NANs, there is a sub communication layer–Embedded Network-
ing composed by a large number of smart meters.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the components of an AMI system. HANs (Home
Area Networks), typically named as Customer Premise Equipment (CPE)
and not included in the AMI system. Collection networks for meter data,
referred to in Figure 5.2 as Neighborhood Area Networks (NANs), may
be any one of wireless, cellular, power-line, etc. The utility Wide Area
Networks (WANs) may similarly be private or public Wi-Fi, T1, WiMAX,
fiber or cellular networks.
5.3 Local Stochastic Power Region Division Schedul-
ing Model
This section provides a definition of the considered scenario and the
problem statement addressed in the paper.
As shown in Figure 5.1, we propose to define the power grid network
under 20/10 kV as the local smart grid community, where the secondary
substation (including wireless communication controller and sub-data man-
agement center) plays the core role of local power management and controls
a dense network of smart meters allocated in this local smart grid commu-
nity. This upgraded local core architecture is named as community Power
and Data Aggregator and Management (PDAM) center in our scheme that
is shown in Figure 5.3. The architecture of the local smart grid community
is shown in Figure 5.4. In this local smart grid community, we propose the
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PDAM center as the local core manager of power and information flow. Be-
sides the PDAM center, we also propose large-scale smart meters located
in this high-density residential community, which can execute the task of
data transmission hub between a terminal power consumer and the PDAM
center.
Secondary
Substation
Sub-Data 
Center
Primary
SubstationFeed lines-
consumers
Wireless 
communication
controller
information flow
Community Power and Data
Aggregator and Management Center
Figure 5.3: Community Power and Data aggregator and management center
Renewable energy is employed in the local smart grid community to as-
sist local power demand and sub-data management center’s power schedul-
ing manipulation, which is produced by household wind turbines and solar
generators in this scenario. The power resource for supporting smart me-
ters located in residential environment is also locally produced renewable
energy in our proposed local smart grid community. During the smart me-
ter’s measurement and transmission process, the considered huge number
of smart meters and their continual working state, their power consump-
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Figure 5.4: The architecture of the local smart grid community with several divided
regions
tion would become power demand risk in this local high-density residential
community.
The proposed approach is to build the local smart grid community ar-
chitecture shown in Figure 5.4 . The PDAM center is settled to be the
core controller in the local smart grid community, transmitting the local
power consumption data and other related data back to utilities. The in-
formation interaction between utilities and the terminal power consumers
is also controlled via the PDAM center. The smart meter placed in the
power consumers residence with, is employed as the smart terminal node
of the PDAM center. In this local smart grid community, the main type
of power demand is basic residential electricity. Furthermore, the load bal-
ancing on different feed lines is similar, in order to maintain the stability
of power grid network in this community. Based on the industry’s recent
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exploration in the Netherlands, the idea of load balancing is invited into
upper level power supply in distribution grid, like the power supply capac-
ity of primary substation and secondary substation. Considering these two
preset conditions and the industry experience, we propose that the power
supply range could be divided into N regions per day with region code I,
II, III, IV, V, VI, etc.. The load balancing in each region should be simi-
lar. But the number of smart meters employed in each region could be the
dynamic. This mechanism is executed during 24 hours in the local smart
grid community. In this period, each region can be in two different oper-
ational states, awake state or doze state. Once a target region is selected
to be in doze state by the PDAM center in the current two-mode switch
scheduling process, all the smart meters allocated in this target region will
be in doze state in scheduled doze state time interval. This means that
during the doze state duration, smart meters still can collect the ordinary
power consumption data of residential environment, but the transmission
process between these smart meters and PDAM center is stopped. At the
end of the current doze state period, the smart meters of a doze state
region automatically turn to awake state and convey the accumulated res-
idential power consumption data to the PDAM center from smart meters
during non-peak and non-busy communication periods in this local smart
grid community.
In this scenario, the proposed local smart grid community includes large-
scale active smart meters, collecting power consumption data of residential
devices and transmitting the data to PDAM center in real-time. Based
on the existence of numerous active smart meters in this community, the
amount of the buffered traffic is too heavy to be accommodated within
the transmission time interval. Also the excessive periodically transmit-
ted beacon frames, which contain ordinary power consumption data of
consumers, could become extremely long and reduce the effective utilisa-
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tion of the communication channel in this community. Furthermore, the
transmitted information about urgent power demand from terminal power
consumers would be delayed in this communication network where chan-
nel congestion may appear. As we discussed previously, the long latency
of data transmission and too long awake state hours may let smart meters
consume more locally produced renewable energy, especially when we in-
spect the overall amount of power consumed by the smart meters of the
local smart grid community. The consequence of this is that there is less
energy stored in the smart batteries of residential users, leading to un-
expected poor information interactive between smart meters and PDAM
center, even cause power consumption malfunction in the proposed local
smart grid community.
5.3.1 Local Stochastic Power Region Division
The excess power consumption of smart meters caused by heavy buffered
traffic and traffic congestion in the wireless communication level of local
smart grid community, can be improved via employing the novel power sav-
ing scheduling mechanism based on two-mode switch power saving schedul-
ing strategy in the local smart grid community.
Based on the architecture presented in Figure 5.4, we consider a simple
architecture of the local smart grid community shown in Figure 5.5. As we
discussed previously, this local smart grid community can be divided into
several regions that has awake and doze state. The state of these regions
can be scheduled by employing our proposed two-mode switch scheduling
strategy. By following the scheduling instruction of the PDAM center, the
whole range of this community can be divided into a finite number of state
mode-switch regions. We use Z(n) to represent these divided regions, in
which n is the unique code for each region in this division.
For example, in Figure 5.5, Z(1) with shadows represents the target
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Figure 5.5: The simplified architecture of the local smart grid community with divided
regions
region in doze state in current scheduling cycle. All the smart meters
allocated in target region Z(1) are also forced to maintain in doze state. As
we proposed previously, the data transmission process from smart meters
to PDAM center is paused during the doze state duration in the whole
target region Z(1).
A unique state-represent chain is established in PDAM center for record-
ing the state of each region in each scheduling cycle. In this state-represent
chain, code 0 means awake state. It means all the smart meters in this tar-
get region is forced to keep in awake state. The transmission between the
smart meters and the PDAM center is guaranteed. On the other hand,
code 1 means doze state in this current scheduling cycle. It means all the
smart meters in this target region is required to be in doze state. The
transmission between the smart meters and the PDAM center is stopped
during this scheduling cycle. Hence, data chain [1, 0, 0,..., 0] can repre-
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Figure 5.7: Mode-switch of residential smart meter in a whole state scheduling cycle
sents the state of all the regions that are divided by the PDAM center in
the local smart grid community, as there is only one target region Z(1)
in doze state. Furthermore, when we assume Z(3) is also selected as the
target region in doze state, the unique state-represent chain is recorded as
[1, 0, 1, 0,..., 0]. In this case, the data transmission status mentioned in
the example in communication level of the local smart grid community is
shown in Figure 5.6.
We also explore the influence of employing the state mode-switch scheme
on a micro unit in the local smart grid community, i.e., a smart meter.
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Obviously, the state of smart meter should follow the state of the target
region that it belongs to. The smart meter should be in doze state obeying
the scheduling order from the PDAM center. During any excess power
demand that appears in terminal consumer’s residence, the target smart
meter can automatically start up communication priority for sending power
demand data to the PDAM center. The PDAM center responses this power
demand data, and allows the smart meter in doze state to record and
transmit power consumption data in real-time. At the same time, the
PDAM center would allow the target smart meter sending ordinary daily
power consumption data till the end of the urgent awake state period. This
is shown in Figure 5.7.
5.3.2 Target Power Zone Two-state-switch Scheduling
As we discussed previously, all the smart meters allocated in the stochas-
tic target regions in doze state also need to keep in doze state during the
target region?s doze duration. Unless any excess power demand appears
in those target regions. When the urgent power demand appears in the
local smart grid community, the related smart meter will get the priority
to wake up and send power demand data to the PDAM center. Till the
response information is transmitted back from PDAM center, the related
smart meter will start transmitting the urgent power demand data to the
PDAM center in real-time. In order to realise the purpose of power saving,
we define a two-mode-switch scheduling strategy as follows.
The two-mode-switch scheduling strategy shown in Figure 3.4 runs ac-
cording to the following steps:
1. The smart meters in the local smart gird community are identified
with a unique code that is recorded in the PDAM center.
2. The local smart grid community range is divided into several regions
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N. The PDAM center identify i zones as target regions in doze state
in a 24 hours scheduling cycle.
3. For other regions in awake state, the PDAM center lets the smart me-
ters allocated in these regions, choose available communication chan-
nel to transmit ordinary power consumption data in real-time.
4. When the 24-hours scheduling cycle ends, the whole process will be
repeated again from step 2. Otherwise all the smart meters allocated
in the target region in awake state will continue transmitting power
consumption data in real-time.
5. For the target region in doze state, all the smart meters employed
in these regions can still collect ordinary power consumption data in
residential area, but data transmission from smart meter to the PDAM
center is paused.
6. If any temporary excess power demand appears in a target region
in doze state, the target smart meter will automatically be awaken
and send the power demand information to the PDAM center in real-
time. After the urgent power demand transmission requirement is
responded by PDAM center, the smart meter will transmit the urgent
excess power consumption data to PDAM center in real-time.
7. Then, the daily power consumption data of this local smart grid com-
munity can be smoothly collected and transmitted from smart meters
to PDAM center. Also the urgent power demand can be supported by
the data inter activities between the related smart meters and PDAM
center.
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5.4 Upgraded Transmission Model
5.4.1 Power Saving Theory Based on IEEE 802.11 Standards
Based on the IEEE 802.11standards, the Wi-Fi technology is defined as
a local area wireless technology for low cost data exchange in Machine-to-
Machine (M2M) communications [65] [78] [47], which is also called Wireless
LAN (WLAN). When the Wireless Stations (STAs) and Access Point (AP)
compete for access to the shared wireless channel, a distributed contention
based access method is mandatorily used. This method is call Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF). There are two modes of power management
for STAs under operation of DCF mode in wireless communication. In
active mode, STAs are keeping awake state so that the radio transceivers
are usually switched on. During this period, the energy for supplying
their transceivers is consumed even in idle interval. In Power Save Mode
(PSM), STAs retain a low-power doze state so that their radio transceivers
are turned off. In this doze state, the energy consumption is limited.
5.4.2 Updated Power Saving Model for Data Transmission in
AMI system
IEEE 802.11ah is an up-and-coming Wireless Local Access Network
(WLAN) standard that denotes a WLAN system operating at sub 1 GHz
license-exempt bands. 802.11ah is utilized for various deployment includ-
ing large-scale sensor networks, outdoor Wi-Fi for cellular traffic oﬄoading,
where the available bandwidth is relatively narrow. Furthermore, IEEE
802.11ah Medium Access Control (MAC) layer has adopted some enhance-
ments to fulfil the requirement from system, which includes the improve-
ment of power saving features, and etc. [74].
In the legacy IEEE 802.11 Standards, in order to transmit the whole
data that contains extremely long beacon frame, the devices inevitably
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keep in active status to complete the receptions of their buffered packets.
Even in the mentioned power saving mode, when the device maintains in
doze state, the radio components are forced to turn off. Then it cannot
sense incoming signals at all. In our case, once the smart meters allocated
in the deep sleep zone within doze state, because of the settled power saving
mechanism, they can not measure and collect the power consumption data
of residential environment in real-time. As the radio components are turned
off, the local urgent power demand can not able to timely sense and send
urgent power demand data to PDAM center.
As introduced in the IEEE 802.11ah Standards, we employ a new mech-
anism called ”page segmentation” [74] into our wireless communication
scheme, but modify it to adapt the requirement of our system. In IEEE
802.11ah Standards, the whole partial virtual bitmap about power con-
sumption can be spliced into multiple page segments, and each beacon is
responsible for carrying the buffering status of only a certain page segment.
Then the smart meter should be waked up again and again at the trans-
mission time of the beacon that carries the buffering data of the segments
it belongs to.
During the data transmission period, if the mode of smart meter is im-
moderately switched between awake state and doze state, it would drive
pyrrhic excess power consumption. For the purpose of power saving and
high efficiency of smart meters in the local smart grid community, we set-
tle the status of smart meters allocated in deep sleep zone in doze state,
be active during the page segmentation and multiple page transmission
period, without mode-switch repeatedly between awake and doze state on
the wireless communication level. For any urgent power demand appears
in the target deep sleep zone in doze state, the related smart meter can
employ our improved ”page segmentation” mechanism for balancing power
saving and high efficiency.
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5.5 Performance and Evaluation
This section analyses the performance of our proposed power saving
scheduling strategy. The theoretical analysis of the scenario proposed
above is then carried out, by defining the simple mathematical framework
as shown in Table 5.1.
From Table 5.1, we can obtain several equations about the total number
of divided region in the local smart grid community and power consumption
of smart meters as follows,
i` j “ N, 0 ď i ď N, 0 ď j ď N. (5.1)
PS “ Pa ¨
jÿ
j“1
Sja ` Pd ¨
iÿ
i“1
Sid ` Pa ¨ w ¨
iÿ
i“1
Sid (5.2)
We considered the existing power distribution architecture and local
natural environment, and also explored the open resources about the ca-
pacity of primary substation and secondary substations from academia and
industry. Then we employed these parameters shown in Table 5.1, Table
5.2 and Table 5.3.
Figure 5.8 shows, the relationship between the power saving gain and
number of divided regions in the local smart grid community, we can see
that the value of slope of curve becoming higher when the number of di-
vided regions is increased. At the same time, the power saving rate also
follow the same trend. These five curves represent the same trend that
when the number of target regions in doze state is increased, the power
saving gain is higher and higher. As the power consumption value of the
smart meters has obvious difference between awake state and doze state,
the increase of the number of smart meters in doze state can lead to higher
power saving gain. Meanwhile, the curve represents the number of the di-
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Table 5.1: The defined parameters in proposed scheme
Definition Parameters
Total power consumption of
smart meters in community PS
Power consumption of
smart meter in awake state Pa
Power consumption of
smart meter in doze state Pd
Number of target region in doze state i
Number of target region in awake state j
Number of smart meter per
target region in doze state Sid
Number of smart meter per
target region in awake state Sja
Percentage of power demand related smart meter per
target region in doze state w
Table 5.2: Simulation parameters for calculating the relationship of power saving rate and
number of divided region in local smart grid community
Parameters Value
Number of smart meter 1,000
Percentage of target region in doze state 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%,
60%, 70%
Number of divided regions 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
Power consumption of smart meter in awake state [8 15] w/h
Power consumption of smart meter in doze state [1.35 3] w/h
vided regions equals to 50, has greater slope than the curve describes the
number of the divided regions equals to 10. It means if the number of di-
vided regions in the local smart grid community is increased, the two-mode
switch strategy is more effective.
Figure 5.9 shows that we observe that the power saving gain of smart
meters under employing the improved power saving mode page segmenta-
tion can be higher with the increasing of the number of divided regions in
local smart grid community. The improved page segmentation can reduce
the power consumption of the smart meters when they transmit urgent
power demand data to PDAM center compare with normal none-power
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Table 5.3: Parameters for calculating power consumption of urgent power demand smart
meters with different wireless communication scheme
Parameters Value
Number of smart meter 1,000
Number of divided region 50
Number of target region in doze state 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40
Power consumption of smart meter
under normal transmission scheme [8 15] w/h
Power consumption of smart meter
under improved transmission scheme [3 5] w/h
Urgent power demand rate [2.5%, 5%, 7.5%,
10%,...20%]
saving mode transmission. Specifically, when the urgent power demand
appears more and more in the local smart grid community, the power sav-
ing gain could become higher as shown in Figure 5.9.
5.6 Conclusion
Power saving represents a relevant research topic in the architecture
of the future smart grid. In this chapter, we have analyzed the distribu-
tion section of the power grid, and have defined a high-density local smart
grid community including PDAM center, including a secondary substation
and sub-data management center, and a massive deployment of residential
smart meters supplied by local renewable energy. Then, we introduced a
novel power saving mechanism based on two-mode switch scheduling strat-
egy to reduce the power consumption of smart meters in this local smart
grid community. Performance evaluation results demonstrate a relevant
improvement in the performance of the system. When the number of the
smart meters is being raised in the local smart grid community, the power
saving rate is also increased to maxim 45%. The increase of the number of
divided region in the local smart grid community can obvious reduces the
global power consumption of the smart meters to maxim 50%, when the
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Figure 5.8: Power consumption of the local smart grid community using the proposed
scheme with dynamic number of target regions in doze state
number of doze state zone is also grown. When the urgent power demand
appears in doze state zones, the power consumption of the smart meters is
significantly cut, by employing the improved transmission mechanism.
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Figure 5.9: Power saving margin between conventional scheme and improved scheme in
urgent power demand data transmission process
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Chapter 6
Fast Power Charging Station Design
6.1 Introduction
In order to reduce the usage of nonrenewable energy resources, foreign oil
dependence, and the Green House Gas (GHG) emissions, Electric Vehicles
(EV) and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) have gained popularity
in the western world [46] [68] [25] [59] [48]. This trend is also supported
by the improvements in the battery storage technology [46] and incentives
offered by the governments to reduce the cost of ownership. For instance,
according to [46], more than 250, 000 EV/PHEVs were sold in the first
three years of their introduction. It is further projected that 50% of the
new car sales will be composed of EVs and PHEVs by year 2050. On the
other hand, to achieve the projected market portion charging stations have
to be deployed to extent the all-electric driving range.
As the main power supply bases of EV/PHEVs, the design and the op-
eration of the EV/PHEV charging stations are considered as one of the
most important research topics in smart grid. Not just as public power
charging stations for ground transportation, but such smart grid infras-
tructures can also be deployed in parking lots, university campuses, and
at any other related public places to accommodate the EV demand during
daytime. These stations will ubiquitously solve the charge depleting is-
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sues of users living in densely populated areas and provide complimentary
charging service to customers with garage charging options.
Academia and industry have already established a conductive charging
system architecture for electric vehicles as the standards for charging sys-
tem and details can be found in its updated version [44] [67]. In order
to compete against gas-powered counterparts, fast charging technology is
highly desired by the EV owners. Fast charging technology also enables
utilities to make extra profit by serving customers. On the other hand,
the power grid is not designed to serve ”energy-hungry” vehicles, and con-
current charging of large amount of EVs will strain the power grid beyond
its operation capacity [12] [14]. To that end, several fast charging station
technologies have already been introduced via the exploration in academia
and industry [11] [76] [82] [73].
6.2 Fast Power Charging Station Design and Parking
Campus with Renewable Energy System
In this section, we present an optimal updated architecture of the fast
power charging station and upgraded fast power charging station-based
electric vehicles public parking campus with employment of local renewable
energy system.
6.2.1 Proposed Parking Campus
Public fast power charging station is recognized as an effective solution
for promoting the durability of EV/PHEV during the consumer’s daily traf-
fic activities. However, as profiled in the introduction, the additional power
demand introduced by the broad-scale penetration of EV/PHEVs will be
hardly supported by the current power grid. In this section, we provide a
definition of the considered charging station scenario which accommodates
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large-scale EV/PHEVs demand with updated fast power charging station,
which is assumed to be subject to extensive development efforts in the near
future.
We propose this parking campus located in industrial park or university
campus where the customer demand is highly stochastic and thus unpre-
dictable. The goal of the station is to supply wide-range of consumers with
particular level of quality of service, by establishing a local power charg-
ing system based on local renewable energy system (strong power dynamos
(wind and solar)) which also includes local energy storage infrastructures as
depicted in Fig. 6.1. During parking time, each EV/PHEV can choose fast
power charging service or not, which depends on the consumer’s private
willing, the current power status of its automotive battery, and parking
duration.
6.2.2 Updated Fast Power Charging Station
In this proposed parking campus, the global power demand from grid
is dynamic. For the purpose of reducing the probability of overload in lo-
cal distribution power network and neutralize transmission blocking, [12]
settled local energy storage item on fast power charging station. The local
device can be charged by power grid when the charging station is inactive.
Compared with the fast power charging station scheme proposed in [12],
the updated charging station combines local renewable energy as the addi-
tional power support resources. The core insight is the parking EV/PHEVs
power demand can be satisfied either by power grid supported by utilities
or with the local energy storage devices charged by local renewable en-
ergy resources, even directly get charging service from the local renewable
energy resources. The architecture of upgraded fast power charging sta-
tion is shown in Figure 6.2. Depending on the above characterisation, we
proposed a strategy due to the following points:
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Power Grid Renewable Energy
…...
…...
…...
…...
…...
…...
…...
…...
Fast Power
Charging 
station
Charging 
demand 
Evs queueing
Parking
EVs
Figure 6.1: EV/PHEV Parking Campus with Upgraded Fast Power Charging Station
1. Charging station attracts a constant power from the grid and the local
renewable energy resources.
2. To suffice stochastic and interim power charging demand, we employ a
local renewable energy system includes local energy storage item and
local renewable energy dynamos (wind and solar).
3. When the fast power charging station is inactive, all available energy
produced by the local renewable energy dynamos can be employed
to fill the local energy storage item. Also, the power consumption
in energy storage infrastructures during power charging service stage,
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Renewable Energy 
Dynamos
EV/PHEV
Charging Plugs
Power Gridr ri
Energy Storage 
Infrastructure
Figure 6.2: Architecture of Upgraded Fast Power Charging Station
can be supplied by the local generated renewable energy in real-time.
4. Depending on the produce efficiency of local renewable energy dy-
namos, the charging capacity of fast power charging stations in park-
ing campus can be elevated via sustainable local renewable energy
supplying.
6.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced an upgraded architecture of fast power
charging station with the employment of local renewable energy system.
Considered the general driving situation and status of the ordinary electric
vehicles, we leaded a public parking campus into our mechanism as the
framework for the updated fast power charging station and serve the power
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charging for the parked electric vehicles. Then the parking duration for the
electric vehicles can be consumed for charging demand supported by the
power grid or local generated renewable energy.
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Chapter 7
Controlling System of Electric
Vehicles in the Upgraded Parking
Campus
In this chapter, we deliver a control model for power charging queueing
in the fast power charging station.
7.1 Introduction
Electric vehicles (EV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) are
being considered as aspirant competitors of traditional fuel engine vehicles
and more attractive goods to consumers in recent years. In Chapter 6,
we proposed the updated fast power charging station located in the public
EV/PHEV parking campus, with local renewable energy system. The cur-
rent power grid is being challenged by the increasing power demand from
ordinary power supply and extract demand of developing power charging
station for EV and PHEV. As the proposed relevant component, the local
renewable energy can become the positive power supplement for reduc-
ing the integral demand of charging stations to power grid and slowing
down the consumption of non-renewable natural energy. In this chapter,
we present a quantitative stochastic scheme for analyzing the performance
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of the outlined system via employing arguments from queueing theory and
economics, after clean energy is deployed.
7.2 Stochastic Controlling Model for the Fast Power
Charging Stations
In this section, we present the available queueing model for the control-
ling of fast power charging station.
7.2.1 Queueing Model for the Fast Power Charging Station
Our explored stochastic model for the fast power charging station has
some resemblance with an Erlang-B blocking system [41]. But there are
still some significant differences. As we employed local renewable energy
dynamos in proposed parking campus, the power support based on renew-
able energy resources can be recognized as long-term sustainable supply.
So the efficiency of the additional power supply on charging station will
depend on service level of the local renewable energy dynamos. Once the
generation level of local renewable energy dynamos can be maintained on
high status with delightful Quality-of-Service, more parking EV/PHEVs
can be charged via additional power supply based on the local generated
renewable energy. Then the global service level of fast charging station
can be upgraded or fall down to the basic service when the efficiency of lo-
cal renewable energy dynamos is influenced by irresistible negative factors.
This status is proposed as ”Service Jumped” in our model. We assume
that arrivals of EV/PHEVs can be patterned as a Poisson process. We
select the term block customers for those ones who require power charging
service but can not be served immediately. In this case, we premeditate
two types of blocking and the status of ”Service Jumped”:
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1. Type 1: Classical Erlang-B blocking appears when all charging plugs
are in active, the consumers do not have the willing to wait and leave.
This type of blocking due to number of servers (charging plugs) in the
system [17].
2. Type 2: This blocking appears when the consumer charging demand
can not be satisfied because of power or energy shortage in the system.
So the consumers will wait in the parking campus.
3. Status of ”Service Jumped”: The service level of fast power charging
station in proposed parking campus can be improved to higher level
to serve large-scale charging demand consumers, and also be pulled
back to lower level cause longer blocking queueing. It occurs when
the efficiency of local renewable energy dynamos is changed by less
predictable natural conditions.
We majorly analyze type-2 blocking situations and the status of “Service
Jumped” in subsequent chapters.
7.2.2 Stochastic Controlling Model
Electrical vehicles arrive to the proposed parking campus in the light of
a Poisson process of rate λ. We assume that the number of EV/PHEVs
can be accommodated by the power grid in this parking campus is N . If
additional vehicles require charging service, those can be charged by the
local energy storage infrastructures at any time. We assume quantifiable
charging levels of the local energy storage devices in number of EV/PHEVs
that can be supported. The capacity of local storage device is defined as
K. Then we can provide that if fully charged it can present service to
K EV/PHEVs simultaneously, under the quantization assumption. We
also assume µ as the exponentially distributed rate of the service times
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of the EV/PHEVs. We select ν as the service rate for describing the
charging time of the local energy storage device. As referred previously, a
vehicle can be charged from the grid so long as the number of EV/PHEVs
does not outride N . Additional vehicles can be supported by the local
energy storage infrastructures, proved that the storage power level can
satisfy the additional requirement, otherwise they will be blocked. Also,
as we analyzed above, “Service Jumped” can appear and sustain the fast
charging station serve more EV/PHEVs in the parking campus when the
local renewable energy dynamos are keeping high production efficiency.
The“jumped” level is defined as β. The capacity of the“Service Jumped”
is Q.
The dynamics of proposed stochastic suppositions and mechanism of
the charging station, are seized by a continuous-time birth-death Markov
chain with finite three-dimensional state space presented in Fig. 7.1. First
dimension of the state space conforms to the number of EV/PHEVs can
be supplied by the fast power charging station, as well as the second one
to the charge level of the local energy storage device. The third dimension
provides the renewable energy supply level for current charging status on
fast charging station, which depends on the status of ”Service Jumped”.
Especially, we assume (i, j, β) denote a generic state, with 0ď iďN+j and
0 ď j ď K. For instance, the (0, 0, 0) status corresponds to a condition
where there are no EV/PHEVs being serviced, the local energy storage
item is empty, and no additional power supply from local renewable energy
dynamos; similarly, all the status (i, 0, 0), 0ď i ďK to a composition where
i EV/PHEVs are being charged, but the local energy storage device is still
empty and no additional power supply from local dynamos as well. In order
to avoid painting the figure too complex, we just select the row maintains
(0, 0) to (N , 0), and another row maintains (0, K) to (N+K, K) from two-
dimensional state space to represent the “Service Jumped” status. In the
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updated level β, the fast power charging time of the local energy storage
device is still ν. At the same time, the service times of the EV/PHEVs
are still exponentially distributed by µ, like in the two-dimensional state
space. The Markov chain states (N+j, j, β), 0 ď j ď K indicates the
blocking ones, where the current power charging queueing on fast power
charging station objects new arrivals.
The birth and death rates are all profiled in Fig. 7.1. The death rates are
proportional to the number of EV/PHEVs being served and also same as
the birth rates, as we should consider about the arrivals of new EV/PHEVs
and charging the local energy storage infrastructure. Also the ”Service
Jumped” level is being considered as one of important parameters in our
mechanism. The total number of status in the Markov chain is :
Θ “
Qÿ
1
β ¨ rpN ` 1q ¨ pK ` 1q `
Kÿ
1
is (7.1)
7.3 Controlling System Performance Evaluation
7.3.1 Evaluating with Deployment of Local Renewable Energy
Resources
The model is based on the following principles: the parking campus op-
erator obtains revenue from each charged EV/PHEV. At the same time, all
the parking EV/PHEV should pay for duration in the parking campus. Let
Cg and Cr be the revenue obtained per EV/PHEV when charged from the
grid and the local energy storage device. We assume that is represents the
service status, and s is the number of EV/PHEV under this state. Further,
let CP denotes the parking cost per EV/PHEV. Finally, we assume that
the local renewable energy dynamos and storage device have a fixed instal-
lation cost C0. In order to denote the stationary probability for generic
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status, we select δs as the parameter in the following equation. Then the
profit equation per each EV/PHEV in the proposed parking campus can
be composed as follow:
P “
ÿ
Cg ¨ is ¨ δs `
ÿ
Cr ¨ is ¨ δs ` CP ´ C0 (7.2)
7.3.2 Parking Campus Profit Model
By using some simple financial principles, relates pricing parameters
and existing parameters in parking campus system, we present a profit
model for parking campus and also acceptable results for consumers. In
global level of the power support for the proposed parking campus, the
following principle should be considered, which power demand from grid
in parking campus plus the additional local renewable energy supply should
less than current power grid supply in parking campus. So we define several
parameters as follow:
1. the value of power demand per EV/PHEV in parking campus PDn ;
2. power charging duration in parking campus t;
3. power resource price p includes two kinds of prices, pr is the price of
renewable energy; pg is the price from power grid.
So the consumer’s payment can be calculated by using the following
equation:
Sum “ şt10 ppg ¨ PDn qdt` şt20 ppr ¨ PDn qdt (7.3)
t1 ` t2 ď t (7.4)
pr ď pg. (7.5)
From Table 7.1 we explore the popular dynamic EV/PHEV power charg-
ing times that are decided by the charging power on fast charging station.
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Table 7.1: Charging Speed in DC Fast Charge Station [13]
Charging Power Compact EV SUV/Sedan Heavy Truck
50 kW 15 min 22 min 46 min
75 kW 11 min 15 min 32 min
100 kW 8 min 12 min 22 min
125 kW 6.5 min 9 min 19 min
150 kW 5 min 8 min 16 min
Through employing the parameters we discussed previously and the ones
from Table 7.1, we get Fig. 7.2 to depict the compared result. As we
can recognize from Fig. 7.2, if the power grid become only power supply
resource, the global level power demand would be raised via the rising of
charging queueing on station in the proposed parking campus. Even the
middle curve shows that the power consumption can be partly satisfied
with local energy storage infrastructure, but the improvement is not so
gratifying. Furthermore, the local energy storage infrastructure also need
to be charged via using the power from grid, when the system is idle.
Obviously, the mechanism based on local storage item and renewable en-
ergy dynamo sustain the optimal solution among other two representative
schemes.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an EV/PHEVs parking campus with up-
graded fast power charging stations supplied by local renewable energy
resources. A quantitative stochastic model for analyzing the introduced
mechanism is explored by using queueing theory and financial considera-
tions. The focus in our paper is the addition of local renewable energy
system includes renewable energy dynamos and local energy storage in-
frastructure on fast charging station in the proposed parking campus. The
renewable energy resources are employed as additional power supply to
reduce the probability of peak load in local distribution grid network and
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satisfy immediate charging demand, especially when the capacity of power
grid is not idle and unavailable. The insights included in our mechanism
are provided via analysis and evaluation results, which would become cru-
cial in early designing the smart grid and parking campus with fast power
charging station of the future.
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Figure 7.2: Global level power supply under different mechanism in parking campus
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Summary and Conclusion
The main contribution of this thesis is to propose the solution of current
dynamic challenges appear in power grid and related issues via deploying of
renewable energy system in the distribution network of smart grid. These
challenges and issues can be played into three, architecture modelling, com-
munication, and electrical vehicle and fast power charging station.
The contribution of the first topic which is explained in Chapter 2 and
3 can be listed as:
• We proposed a type of smart home architecture with local deployed
renewable energy system as the assistant of power supply resources
for the terminal power consumer in its residence environment. The
selected renewable energy systems are solar power system (photo-
voltaics) and wind turbines that are popular infrastructure in resi-
dential environment.
• Based on the proposed smart home architecture, we introduced the
smart grid community, includes power and information, two-way flow
located in the terminal distribution power support area. The smart
grid community is established on the power infrastructure, as substa-
tion, communication block and sub data center.
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• The proposed architecture ensures the power grid reliability, especially
in the distribution grid recognised as the terminal part of power supply
with intricate power consumption status.
• The local power scheduling scheme can help power demand consumer
and other power consumers who can serve the demand with locally
generated renewable energy, get connection and establish demand-
supply channel for local power scheduling between both sides.
• A path selection algorithm was created for the new addition power
supply area get connection with the controller of the local smart grid
community without too long time delay and keeping the stability of
transmission.
• The proposed economic model motivates the government and utilities
should increase the investment to the distribution area to deploy more
and more local renewable energy systems for encouraging the terminal
power consumers to get familiar and use renewable energy.
The realisation of above control mechanism requires connectivity be-
tween terminal power consumer and regional power and information con-
troller based on the secondary substation and the primary substation in
the distribution grid network. As the second main issue in this thesis, we
firstly introduced many kinds of available combination technologies can be
employed in the smart grid network, especially in the distribution grid.
Hence, in Chapter 4,
• We addressed the available communication standards and technolo-
gies, includes power line communication and wireless communication
protocols. The disadvantages were also stated in the section.
• We also surveyed on the communication requirements, standards and
selected communication technologies that can satisfy the communi-
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cation requirements and performance metrics in home area network,
neighbourhood area network and wide area network.
As one of the most important communication application in smart grid,
advanced metering infrastructure system is carrying the information flow
between the terminal power consumer and utilities in the smart grid net-
work. The power saving issue of advanced metering infrastructure is not
just related to the power consumption of smart devices in the smart grid,
but also can affect the construction of residential information center, the
transmission mode of upper communication layer in future. Hence, in
Chapter 5,
• We introduced the identification of advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI) system and the power saving theory based on IEEE 802.11
Standards.
• Regarding the data transmission mode in AMI system, we presented
an updated power saving mode by employing the ”page segmentation”
mechanism from IEEE 802.11ah standards.
• We also delivered a local stochastic power region division scheduling
model, based on two-state-switch scheduling strategy extended the
concept of ”awake and doze state of communication devices” to the
divided power supply regions based on ”load balancing” principle.
The fast power charging for electrical vehicles (EV) based on power grid
is a quite popular research topic in academia and industry in recent years.
In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7,
• We established a new fast power charging station architecture based
on employing local renewable energy system. The local generated
renewable energy also can serve the power charing demand of EV.
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• Considered the ordinary EV daily driving status, we proposed a up-
dated EV public parking campus with the new fast power charging
station.
• We also selected the suitable queueing model for the controlling of
fast power charging station, and furthermore, we created a new state
named ”service jumped” to describe the situation that the efficiency
of local renewable energy is changed by less predictable natural con-
ditions.
• We further shown a parking campus with fast power charging station
profit model to let the utilities and the power consumers can both get
benefits from this model.
8.2 Future Work
This thesis focused on upgrading the architecture of distribution grid,
improving the wireless communication models, and modelling fast power
charging stations based on the employment of renewable energy system in
smart grid. Also, by giving the basic introduction to many open questions
that have not been covered in this thesis, those topics have been identified
through the thesis.
8.2.1 Automation of Power Substation
The traditional definition of power system automation is the automatic
controlling activities realised via instrumentation and control devices in
power system. Considered the recent research on microgrid and other pro-
posed architecture models in distribution grid, The automation of power
substations became an attracting research topic. The secondary substation
is recognised as the power transmission hub in terminal distribution area.
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As we discussed in the above, via deploying renewable energy system in
terminal distribution area, the secondary substation can be upgraded as
local power and information management center. Once the power outage
happened on the power lines between primary substation and secondary
substation, a short time automatic controlling in the terminal area where
the secondary substation is authorized as the management center, would
become a challenge to utilities. This comprehensive automatic control-
ling process includes continuous power supply, alarm to the utilities, and
communication in terminal area etc..
8.2.2 More Effective Wireless Communication Model
In Chapter 4, we discussed the enabling communication technologies
in the smart grid. These preliminary work can help us to continue the
establishment of communication links between secondary substation and
primary substation, and also the research on transmission grid that has
minor concern on wireless communication part.
8.2.3 Mobile Stochastic Fast Power Charging Model Based on
Consumer’s Participation
Renewable energy system is introduced into fast power charging station
and parking campus that we presented previously in this thesis. Not just
in the public fast power charging stations, but also the residential deployed
renewable energy system is accepted as the widely recognised program in
many cities. In general, the produced power can not be stored in a long
time interval as we expected. So the residential generated renewable energy
may become ”drop energy” that can not be consumed by power consumer
when there is no access power demand in residence. Unscheduled decen-
tralised grid-connected requirement from terminal power consumers may
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cause disturbance in the power grid. So we propose that the local gen-
erated renewable energy can be scheduled grid-connected after the target
terminal power consumers submit the requirement and get response from
the local power and data management center. The utilities can issue vir-
tualised electronic credits to the terminal power consumers who ”sold”
their local generated renewable energy to the utilities. The virtualised
electronic credits can be stored in the smart phone application (Apps) as
two-dimensional code or barcode. When the consumers has power charging
demand for their electric vehicles, the utilities can authorize the drivers to
use the virtualised electronic credits in the fast power charging station by
scanning the two-dimensional code or barcode stored in the smart phone.
Then the EVs can be re-charged without paying by cash or credit card
in the fast power charging station. One principle should be highlighted
in this process to the terminal power consumers. When the virtualised
electronic credits are received and be used in fast power charging station,
the utilities will charge service fee from the credits. So it means the vir-
tualised electronic credits can not cover the value of the local generated
renewable energy in consumer’s residence. We will explore the consumer’s
participation in this process. Also the influence to the controlling system
of fast power charging station, especially to the power charging queue, will
also be studied.
8.2.4 Application of Beidou Navigation Satellite System in Fast
Power Charging Station Networks
The Beidou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) is China’s independently
developed navigation satellite system in recent years, which can be capable
of providing location, navigation, and timing services to users on a contin-
uous global basis [62] [81]. This navigation satellite system is also known
as COMPRESS or Beidu-2, which had the previous version called Beidou
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Navigation Satellite Experimental System only served the customers in
China and neighbouring regions since 2000 [22]. The fully deployed BDS
consists of five geostationary earth orbit satellites, twenty-seven medium
earth orbit satellites and three inclined geosynchronous satellite orbit satel-
lites [79] [80]. The International Committee on Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (ICG) of United Nations has identified Beidou satellite navigation
system, the US Global Positioning System (GPS), the Russian GLONASS
system (GLONASS) and the European Galileo (Galileo) as the four core
global suppliers. The BDS supports both global services and regional ser-
vices [22]. The global services can be further divided into open service that
is similar as GPS and Galileo, and authorized service that requires high re-
liable usage. Meanwhile, the regional services include wide area differential
services that serve high accuracy positioning reaches one meter, and short
message service/ positioning report service ensures the BDS user and the
BDS station to exchange short messages (currently 240 English characters
per message).
Then we would like to try to explore the open questions like finding
the nearest fast power charging station for positioning of driving EVs re-
quired power re-charging demand. As we all known, the driving EV that
has urgent power charging demand should get the accurate location of the
nearest fast power charging station to seize the power charging service as
soon as possible, especially in the unfamiliar urban or rural environment.
The BDS could serve positioning report service to the BDS consumers via
employing short message exchange may solve the power shortage challenge
that we mentioned. In this positioning and information interactive pro-
cess, the geographic coordinates of EV itself and several nearby fast power
charging stations should be detected, aggregated, and feedback to the EV
driver by BDS. Meanwhile, the optimal allocation for establishing new fast
power charging station in the existing fast power charging station networks
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via employing the BDS positioning report service in real-time, is also an-
other popular topic we can seize and study in this research field. Before
construct a new fast power charging station in inner city or urban area,
besides to consider the estimated traffic and surrounding environment, the
optimal location of new fast power charging station in the charging station
networks also need to be predicted. Furthermore, the electric vehicle with
re-charging demand, should have the chance to move from the long waiting
charging queue in one fast power charging station to another fast power
charging station that can serve better, via information exchange between
this EV and BDS.
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